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n the dead of winter, several predictable but difficult-to-combat things happen. The
hours of sunlight get shorter, the weather turns colder – and people’s moods turn
crankier.
In this era where everything has become a disease or a disorder (with a drug to treat it),
there’s even a term for what used to be called the winter blues – seasonal affective disorder (SAD). While the number of people whose mood is sufficiently altered that it could
be described as true depression is small, most of us are affected to a lesser extent. Symptoms generally start in the fall and continue into the winter, causing moodiness and lower
energy levels – just the type of culture you want in the office all winter – and resulting in
cranky, low-energy employees.
What steps can you take, personally and professionally, to keep your mood elevated
and employee motivation high during the depths of winter? A few suggestions from the
experts:
1) Feel the sun, even a weaker winter sun. A lack of sunlight and the vitamin D that
comes with it contributes to seasonal affective disorder. That’s not necessarily a
problem for your crews, but it could be a concern for you and your office staff. Make
a point of getting outside during the day, or, if that’s not possible, head to the store
and buy a mega bottle of vitamin D capsules. Share liberally.
2) Exercise helps combat the winter blues. As in No. 1 above, your production team is
outside getting plenty of physical activity. Encourage those who spend most of the
day in front of a computer to take a lunchtime walk.
3) Don’t hibernate. It’s tempting to spend the weekend under a blanket in front of the
television. Instead, make it a point to socialize, call an old friend to meet for dinner,
accept that party invitation – do anything that you enjoy outside the house. Monday
morning seems much better if you did something other than sit around all weekend.
A lethargic, disengaged staff, or family, or company owner is not going to help an enterprise successfully navigate the slow season. Customer satisfaction, productivity, employee retention and profits can all fall if the company’s culture turns downward every winter
along with the daily hours of sunlight. But, unlike the immutable solar clock, there are
steps you can take to counter-act the winter blues. Start by recognizing them, perhaps in
yourself, and then move forward with solutions. After all, we’ll be moving the clocks forward and welcoming the start of spring in mid-March – optimistically, not that far away!

Mark Garvin, Publisher

Tree Care Industry Magazine is the official publication of the Tree Care Industry Association.
For TCIA membership information, call 1-800-733-2622, or visit www.tcia.org.
TCI’s mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest industry news and information on
regulations, standards, practices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to serve as the
definitive resource for commercial, residential, municipal and utility arborists, as well as for others involved in
the care and maintenance of trees. The official publication of the non-profit Tree Care Industry Association, we
vow to sustain the same uncompromising standards of excellence as our members in the field, who adhere to
the highest professional practices worldwide.
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After originally intending to open a green-waste composting facility, a neighbor’s oppositon and a fortuitous twist of fate led Bunyon Brothers Tree Care in California
to switch gears and open a green-waste recycling operation instead. Photos courtesy of Bunyon Brothers.

Turning “lemons” into a sweet business – ecologically and economically – in California
By Rick Howland

W

e’ve all heard the adage that
when someone hands you
lemons, you have an opportunity to make lemonade. Apparently
that theorem holds true in the green
waste business as well.
Case in point is Bunyon Brothers Tree
Care, an 11-year TCIA member company
serving the Central Coast of California.
The story-before-the-story begins in
1999 when Ronald Rinnell, one of Bunyon’s owners and founders, says he was
homeless. However, within a couple of
years that situation turned completely
around following his entry into the tree
care business. Now he runs a thriving tree
care company serving a growing region in
and around St. Luis Obisbo and employing 37 workers, a company considered to
be one of the strongest and largest in that
region, according to Rinnell’s assessment.
The list of Bunyon Brother services
is extensive, from traditional tree care –
pruning and removals, and disease and
pest diagnosis and treatment – to land
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clearing, crane services and a variety of recycling programs. Six months ago, despite
challenges along the way, the company
founded a separate subsidiary company,
Green Waste Recyclers.
But again, that is part of the back story.
Rinnell, president of the company, is quick
to begin his green story by volunteering
that, “We’ve been recycling everything
since we started the business in 2000.”
The lemon-to-lemonade situation began rather innocently and was due, at least
in part, to trying to comply with all local
laws.
According to Rinnell, since the company had a legacy of 100 percent recycling,
it just made sense to begin a larger commercial operation. “A few years ago, we
decided we would go for a green waste
composting permit.” The objective was to
add compost to the list of their recycled
products, which already included firewood and chips. His company extols the
virtue of compost and mulch in retaining
moisture, an increasingly serious problem
in drought-plagued California.
Rinnell maintains that everything outTREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

lined in the initial permit request was,
indeed, permitted by state law and local
ordinance.
“This was to be set up on a ranch, my
best friend’s property, in fact,” Rinnell recounts. “He was to help out with providing a place to drop logs and branches. We
planned to pay another company to grind
up the tree waste, resulting in a byproduct of chips and, over time, composted
mulch.”
Rinnell felt that the fact San Luis Obispo County had no green-waste site in the
county also would be to both his advantage
and that of local residents. “This would
have been the first in the county, since the
landfill had shut down several years prior
to that,” he says.
The win-win situation turned sour
thanks, according to Rinnell, to a woman
who waged a one-person campaign to put
a stop to the project. This was difficult for
Rinnell to fathom.
“At one time, National Geographic had
termed San Luis Obisbo as the happiest
town in the nation,” he says. “We tried
to set up a green recycling facility for the

community and, because one person lied
and spread misinformation to stop it, large
legal fees were incurred.”
Rinnell explains that, “One prominent
neighborhood resident wrote to some 400
others who chain-linked emails stating
that the green waste piles would be 50
feet tall and 600 feet long, that pathogens
from the composting process would kill
children and that traffic would be a major
problem. Furthermore, she said the facility
would be a quarter mile from her neighborhood when, in fact, it was a mile and a
quarter over rolling hills. She claimed this
was an unacceptable disruption.”
Rinnell maintains none of this was true.
“We were permitted under regulation
for 150 truck trips a day, actually 75 round
trips,” Rinnell recounts. “The reality was,
we projected more like 20 trips.
“Frankly, she lied,” Rinnell states, adding that this was sufficient to have caused
residents of her neighborhood to retain attorneys to block his efforts. “That meant
we, including the ranch owner, would
have to get attorneys to deal with a potential lawsuit.”
Continuing, he says, “So, despite having followed all regulations and being
deep into the permitting process, we wrote
a letter of resignation, withdrawing from
the process, and submitted it to the county.
This was after spending $100,000 and seven years going through the process.

“It seemed evident that the county was
reluctant to act for fear of repercussions,”
he says, noting that one facility he knew of
was closed because of odors, even though
it was grinding Christmas trees. “So, after
all that turmoil caused by one person, we
decided to let it rest.
“We did, after that letter of resignation,
challenge the county to help us find an alternative site, but there was no response,”
Rinnell reports.
“By this time, we were growing at a fast
rate, and someone introduced us to Fibar,”
Rinnell recalls.
Fibar is New York-based company specializing in playground surfacing materials. According to the company, it distributes and manufactures a product called
Fibar®, “an engineered wood fiber (EWF)
that is not ‘mulch’ or ‘wood’ ... It is made
only from virgin wood, never used wood.
Fibar says EWF meets all the requirements
of ASTM F1292 for safety, F2075 for purity, and F1951 for wheelchair access.”
Rinnell says, “They got to us and said
if we can make a (specific kind of) chip
for playgrounds, Fibar could take 20,000
to 30,000 cubic yards a year from us for
delivery to locations from San Francisco
down to Los Angeles.”
His company needed a horizontal grinder
that would chip or grind wood to a certain
specification, Rinnell recounts. “Initially,
the concept was for a Bandit Beast Recy-

Fibar said that if Bunyon could make a specific
kind of chip for playgrounds, they could take
20,000 to 30,000 cubic yards a year. The card is
not meant as an ad, but to provide comparison to
show chip size.

cler Model 3680, but we felt the regular
850 horsepower engine was not enough.
We wanted a perfect chip, so Bandit
made one for us with a 1,050-horsepower
unit.”
(See sidebar for how this works and
how other grinder manufacturers provide
options for custom chips.)

Innovation, Versatility Contribute to “Green” Growth

T

he equipment solution to the Bunyon Brothers’ need for a custom
sized chip is indicative of how custom
design and engineering throughout the
tree care industry plays a large role in the
“greening” of tree care.
According to Jason Morey, Bandit Industries’ sales manager, “The Beast Recycler is designed to accept various tooth
setups to accommodate different material
applications. Also offered is a knife setup
to produce a dimensional chip. The holder, referred to as a cutterbody, will accept
either a tooth or knife, making it easy to
switch applications. Bandit recently introduced a 30 tooth cuttermill to its product
offerings on the 3680. The 30-knife setup Bunyon Brothers has in their machine

makes a larger chip needed for the
playground product,” Morey says.
“The machine we shipped in
August of 2015 was one of the
first 3680 track units featuring the
1050-horsepower engine option.
Before that, only our larger Model 4680 could be offered with the
1,050 horsepower engine.”
Bunyon is running chipper knives
to produce specifically sized chips.
The precise product is created in a
The 30-knife setup on the Bandit Beast makes the larger
single pass.
Morey adds, “Since then we have chip piece needed for the playground product.
J.R. Bowling, vice president of sales
taken further steps with the Beast Reand marketing for Rayco, says his comcycler, and have introduced a 20-knife setup
pany’s RH1754 is “a compact horizontal
capable of making microchips used in the
(Continued on page 14)
production of wood pellets for heating fuel.”
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017
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The Beast horizontal grinder was introduced in 1995, according to Bandit
Industries, and features a patented cuttermill. However, when fitted with an
optional chipping drum, the machine
can produce custom screened wood
chips for biomass and other green markets.
“Now, we can take down a tree, cut
out log lengths and chip that down to
come out as the perfect chip for play-

ground use,” Rinnell says. He adds that
since nothing from his company’s operation goes to waste, “we use the rest
of the tree to make a great landscaping
chip.”
At the time of this interview, just as
the last year drew to a close, Rinnell
said, “Right now, in fact, we just finished cutting 1,000 trees for the Santa
Marina airport on behalf of the FAA.
We knocked the trees over and cut the

Employing a crane, a crew from Bunyon Brothers
“harvests” a eucalyptus tree.
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logs out separately, then processed the
playground chips. We had Fibar come
by to pick up the chips, which they
hauled all over the state, and the rest of
the debris, largely limb wood, made for
a nice landscaping product.
“Everything in this process moves
very quickly,” Rinnell says. “We are in
a position now where we can pull up
on a job and get rid of all the job waste
fast.”
That whole process, as he describes
it, not only opened up a new revenue
stream for Bunyon Brothers, it also,
ironically, solved the larger issue of
the original composting proposal and
push-back by the NIMBY (Not In My
Back Yard) crowd. The neighborhood
challenge is nothing new. “The issue
all along was merely the advocate,
someone working very hard to shut us
down,” Rinnell says.
According to Rinnell, “We have a
location on that same ranch (site of
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Grinder chip configurations
(Continued from page 11)
grinder for grinding a variety of green
waste, light construction/demolition
debris, pallets, etc., to produce chips or
high-quality mulch.”
The RH1754 is powered by a 240hp
Cummins diesel and utilizes a fixedtooth hammer-mill to grind material
down to the operator’s desired size.

Several tooth and screen combinations are available to accomplish a variety of end products,
according to Bowling.

Katie Monroe, utility/environmental marketing manager for
Vermeer says, “When it comes
to processing green waste or
other organic material, there is Vermeer’s optional chip drum has the ability to adjust chip
size from 1/8” up to 1½” bite to meet the end product
often a wide variety of material requirements.
coming in, and an
greatly.”
ever-increasing list of poWhether one chooses a tub or hortential end-product uses.
izontal grinder, Vermeer has several
From processing waste
features to help produce the desired
into compost, producing
end product, including:
wood chips for power
• An optional chip drum on select
generation or turning disgrinders provides the flexibility to
carded wood debris into
produce a uniform chipped product,
landscaping mulch, there
rather than traditional shredded mateare a wide variety of marrial. The chip drum has the ability to
kets for your end product
adjust chip size from 1/8-inch up to
–
and
the
specs
for
each
Rayco’s RH1754 utilizes a fixed-tooth hammer-mill to grind material
(Continued on page 16)
of these markets can vary
down to the operator’s desired size.
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the original proposed compost facility) where we do total green waste recycling and no composting at all. We
work with all the government agencies
regarding inspections and also directly
with them with regard to recycling. Our
chips are actually tested to see that they
are not composting.
“At that one location we now make
five different chip products, all of them
in very high demand,” Rinnell says.
“The county officials have accepted
what we are doing,” he says, asserting
that composting really does not change
composition of the material. “So now,
we take logs to make pine playground
chips, and we also do things at our
own milling operation that allow us
(and others) to make custom tables and
sheds. We also produce custom lumber
products from woods such as acacia,
redwood and ash for sheds and gazebos.”
Finally, “We also have a very large
firewood business, selling and distributing firewood throughout much of
central California.”
Always trying to find a way to do
(Continued on page 17)
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Grinder chip configurations
(Continued from page 14)
1½-inch bite to meet the end-product
requirements.
• A variety of screen choices helps
maximize productivity while meeting
end-product sizing specifications.
Monroe says, “For example, playground mulch can generally be produced by grinding chips from a chipper through the grinder in a single
pass with our standard duplex drum.
With the adjustability of the chip
drum, you can produce a variety of
products, from chips with short fiber length for pellet production up
to a boiler fuel chip. In addition to
a versatile line of grinders, Vermeer
also offers trommel screens to sort
your end product for more consistent
sizing to help maximize the value of
your product.”

Rotochopper’s B-66 horizontal grinder allows
users to swap the grinder tooth mounts with
chipper knife mounts.

Rotochopper partnered with Key
Knife on its Key Knife Chipper knife
package, which allows horizontal
grinder owners to chip and grind
with a single machine and diversify
into chip markets without needing a
chipper conversion package. This is
a bolt-in option that works with the
same patented replaceable mount
rotor for the Rotochopper B-66 and
B-66 E. To switch from grinding to
chipping, the operator does not need

to swap the whole rotor drum or assemble a complex overlay onto the
grinding rotor, but simply swaps
the grinder tooth mounts with chipper knife mounts. There are no rod
pullers or other specialized tools
required (just a torque wrench) and no
need to swap rotors, re-align sheaves
or re-tension drive belts. There are
just two bolts per knife mount and
two bolts per knife clamp. Key Knife
chipping inserts are indexable (reversible). By simply loosening the
knife clamp bolts, the operator can
flip the knife to utilize a second chipping edge. A Key Knife insert uses
significantly less steel than a traditional chipper knife, making handling
and replacement easier.
Morbark offers what it calls its Quick
Switch grinder-to-chipper conversion
kit which allows the hammermill on
its horizontal grinders (up to the 6600)
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(Continued from page 14)

This version of Morbark’s Quick Switch Kit is a 12-knife kit used to produce fuel chips for the biomass market in a 4600XL Woodhog. Morbark also make a 16-knife kit that produces sawdust used in
the animal bedding market

to be modified. The original kit, introduced in 2009, allows users to produce
high-quality, standard wood chips from
the grinder. A second version of the kit,
a Sawdust Quick Switch conversion
kit, introduced in 2010, allows for the
large-scale production of sawdust.
According to Nate Everest, industrial sales coordinator, “These kits

essentially turn your grinder in to
a drum chipper.” He explains that
is achieved by knife pockets in the
drum that create a 1/4-inch chip for
uses such as playground material.
The sawdust capability sup-ports
markets for animal bedding, wood
pellets, ethanol production and coal
firing.

things differently, Rinnell says the
model for the firewood business includes leasing other properties along
California highways. He explains that
these are high-profile plots that otherwise may be difficult to rent. He says
the locations are where tens of thousands of cars pass, and make not only
an impressive sight with the neat piles
of stacked wood, but “It’s great free
marketing.”
This piece began as a possible cautionary tale about typical challenges
in business, in this case tied to what
might often be considered a laudatory
pursuit, that is, recycling and the reduction or elimination of waste in the tree
care industry. But it took an unexpected and fortuitous turn, leading to greater greening for the environment and a
greener bottom line. And it all had to do
with finding different recipes for turning a lemon of a situation into, if not
lemonade, at least a sweet outcome.
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Cutting Edge - News

Morbark’s Jason Showers
elected to TCIA Board
Jason Showers, Boxer product manager at Morbark, LLC, has been elected the
newest member of TCIA’s Board of Directors. He will be the Associate Member representative on the Board, taking the place
of Arborwear’s Bill Weber, who has served
in that position the last six years. Weber’s
term ends and Showers will be sworn in
during ceremonies at Winter Management
Conference this month in Puerto Rico.
While the rest of TCIA’s Board members
are from commercial tree care companies
and represent the association’s tree care
members, TCIA associate members are
those companies that provide products and
services that support the industry.
Showers works
at Morbark’s headquarters in Winn,
Michigan. He has
been involved in
the tree care industry for 18 years.
He has served in
several different
roles throughout
his 18 years with
Jason Showers
Morbark.
“My
main focus over the past 10 years has been
‘Special Projects.’ Special Projects has entailed building programs to a point for others
to take over,” says Showers.
He was also Tree Care Products (TCP)
sales manager. “I was also the company’s
first product manager, which entailed
working with engineering, sales and our
customer base to develop new products or
improve existing products.”

Sharon Lilly named to TREE
Fund Board
Sharon Lilly, a past president of ISA
and former chair of the ISA Certification
Board, has been named to the TREE Fund
Board of Trustees.
Brian Sayers, Ph.D., former president
of long-time TCIA member company The
Tree Doctor, based in Clarence, New York,
and a past president of the New York State
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TCIA Associate Members at Work

Bill Weber, right, team leader at Arborwear, with Don Blair, CTSP, president of Blair’s Arborist
Equipment LLC in Hagerstown, Maryland, share a moment in the Arborwear store at TCI EXPO 2016 in
Baltimore in November. Weber steps down this month as the associate member on TCIA’s Board.

Arborists, is the new board chairman.
Steven Geist, BCMA, RCA, plant pathologist with accredited long-time TCIA
member Swingle Lawn, Tree and Landscape Care in Colorado, is chair elect, and
Thomas Wolf of The Davey Tree Expert
Company, also an accredited TCIA member company, is vice chairman.

Great Northern to distribute
Dewalt landscape line
Great Northern Equipment (GNE), a
24-year TCIA member company based in
Rogers, Minnesota, has been chosen as
the distributor of the DeWalt Pro Landscape line of battery-powered equipment
including chain saws, backpack blowers,
pole trimmers, hand-held blowers, hedge
trimmers and string trimmers. GNE will
serve the five-state territory of Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Iowa, North Dakota and South
Dakota.
Joe Prince, sales director at GNE, says
“We are excited to take on the line. It’s a
great match for our customer base and a
respected brand.”
GNE is the parent company of various
tree care equipment manufacturers, including CEI, Dosko and Iron & Oak.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

OSHA adjusts for inflation
In a final rulemaking published in the Federal Register on January 18, the Department
of Labor adjusted its civil monetary penalty
amounts for inflation. This adjustment affects
all agencies within DOL, but the DOL agency
tree care employers are most concerned with
is OSHA. The DOL is required to calculate
the annual adjustment based on the Consumer
Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI-U).
Annual inflation adjustments are based on the
percent change between the October CPI-U
preceding the date of the adjustment, and the
prior year’s October CPI-U. The cost-of-living
adjustment multiplier for 2017 was 1.01636.
In other words, DOL multiplied the most recent amount for each applicable penalty by
1.01636 and rounded to the nearest dollar.
The increased penalty levels apply to any
penalties assessed after the effective date of
this rule. That means for penalties assessed
after January 13, 2017, whose associated violations occurred after November 2, 2015, the
adjusted penalty amounts apply.
For serious, other-than-serious, posting requirement and failure-to-abate violations, the maximum penalty goes from
$12,471 to $12,675. For willful and repeated violations, the penalty increases from
$124,709 to $126,749.
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Cutting Edge - Products

Terex HyPower IM for telescopic aerial devices
Terex Utilities’ new HyPower IM is a hybrid idle mitigation (IM) and cab comfort solution for
telescopic aerial devices, including those used in tree care. HyPower IM is designed to provide
similar benefits to Terex’s HyPower hybrid
system, including reduced fuel usage and exhaust emissions, but at a lower price point. The
system automatically switches from plug-in
battery-stored power when the truck is idling
to engine-supplied power when hydraulic controls are engaged. Typically, a truck’s aerial
hydraulic controls are engaged for a relatively small portion of total run time. By allowing the
hydraulics to switch to engine power during those intervals, emissions efficiencies plus optimum
hydraulic-control function are attained. The transition is designed to be seamless, with no lag
time in hydraulic responsiveness. HyPower IM starts and stops automatically when the truck is
put into park and when hydraulic controls engage – no physical action is required to make the
switch. The truck cab can be heated or cooled without the engine running, utilizing the truck’s
heating and cooling vents. HyPower IM is available Class 5 chassis, such as Ford, Dodge and
GM trucks, used with Terex Hi-Ranger telescopic aerial devices. HyPower IM is a 48v lithium
ion battery system that charges from either a standard 120v plug-in or the 12v chassis engine
alternator during road travel. (http://info.terex.com/hypoweriminfo; www.Terex.com)
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Cedar Armor Compression Sleeves
If you use your arms and hands strenuously every day or are
in the sun for hours at a time, Cedar Armor Compression Sleeves
may make your life easier without wearing loose clothing that
could get in the way of your work. Made of 95 percent nylon and 5
percent spandex, the sleeves should fit snugly from the upper arm
to the wrist. They are designed to increase oxygen and blood circulation to muscles, prevent excessive lactic acid build up in arm
muscles, provide relief from tendinitis and carpal-tunnel symptoms, prevent excessive UV-light exposure, reduce post-exercise
recovery time and muscle soreness, prevent minor cuts, scrapes
and abrasions, improve performance and reduce fatigue. Available in small (12 inch), medium
(14 inch), large (17 inch) and X-large (20 inch), in a variety of colors. (www.cedararmor.org)
Circle 91 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

Arborwear RAC Chaps
Arborwear’s new RAC Chaps, designed to address issues with traditional chain saw chaps, now come in safety green. With the patented
Daisy Fit System, the RAC chaps feature replaceable straps if they are
broken or lost and adjustability to various leg sizes and shapes, and are
designed for all-day wear with reduced fatigue. Both apron and calf-wrap
styles are available in regular and long. They feature a six-layer blocking
material, a 1680-denier nylon outer layer and a 400-denier nylon inner
layer, stretch straps, a stretch and adjustable trim-to-fit waist belt that fits
up to a 48-inch waist, heavy-duty nylon with PU (polyurethane) coating and DWR coated for water resistance, heavy-duty buckles designed
to withstand stress and cold, left-facing wrap-around pads designed for
added protection from a chain saw’s natural direction of pull (calf-wrap
style only), 180 degrees of leg protection and 360 degrees of lower leg
protection (calf-wrap style only). (www.arborwear.com)
Circle 92 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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Stihl MSA 200 C-BQ batterypowered chain saw
Stihl’s MSA 200 C-BQ is the company’s most powerful lithium-ion chain saw
to date. When used with the AP 180 battery, the MSA 200 C-BQ has 15 percent
more motor speed, 30 percent more cutting capacity and 20 percent more torque
than its MSA 160 C-BQ counterpart. Quiet enough to use indoors or in residential

areas, this cordless electric chain saw allows users greater flexibility to work on
projects with minimal noise and no exhaust emissions. The MSA 200 C-BQ is
powered by an interchangeable, 36-volt
battery that works with all Stihl battery
KombiSystem tools. The battery power
eliminates fuel expenses, cutting the cost
of long-term operation, and the saw starts
instantly with the pull of the multi-speed
trigger. The battery indicates the current
charge level so users are aware of how
much power is available before they begin a job. When the chain saw is in use,
the battery runs at full efficiency until depleted. Low vibration keeps users from
tiring quickly during long run times and
increases comfort in the cut. The Quick
Chain Adjuster feature enables the user to
tension the chain without the use of tools.
The Stihl Quickstop Plus chain braking
system stops the rotating chain in less
than one second when the rear handle is
released. (www.stihlusa.com)
Circle 93 on RS Card or visit
www.tcia.org/Publications
For more information on products
featured here, circle the number on the
Reader Service Card, or visit
www.tcia.org/Publications.

Send Cutting Edge Products
information to: editor@tcia.org

Circle 30 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

Industry Almanac
January 31-Feb 2, 2017*
Ohio Tree Care Conference
Duke Energy Convention Center
Cincinnati, OH
Contact: www.ohiochapterisa.org
February 1-3, 2017*
Midwestern ISA Annual Conference
St. Louis, MO
Contact: www.mwisa.org
February 5-9, 2017*
Winter Management Conference
Puerto Rico
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; www.tcia.org
February 6, 2017
Aerial Lift Specialist Workshop**
Urban Forestry Center
Portsmouth, NH
Contact: Urban Tree Service (603) 332-1246
February 7, 2017
Long Island Arboricultural Association Conference
Hempstead, NY
Contact: www.longislandarborists.org
February 7-10, 2017
ProGreen Expo
Denver, CO
Contact: www.progreenexpo.com
February 13-15, 2017*
Arboriculture Society of Michigan ArborCon
Lansing, MI
Contact: www.asm-isa.org
February 14-16, 2017*
Wisconsin Arborist Association Annual Meeting*
Green Bay, WI
Contact: www.waa-isa.org
February 16, 2017
Tree Climber Specialist Workshop**
Vermeer of Central Illinois
Goodfield, IL
Contact: Vermeer of Central Illinois (309) 965-3300

More almanac online! For the most up-to-date calendar information,
visit www.tcia.org events industry-calendar
Send almanac listings to editor@tcia.org,
or post them yourself on TCIA’s Industry Calendar – follow the directions above.

What’s Coming in TCI?
Each issue of TCI Magazine contains a variety of articles tailored to the specific needs, concerns and interests
of arborists. TCI solicits a number of articles from outside writers to keep its editorial content fresh.
Do you have a story for TCI? The editor will be happy to review your idea or manuscript and discuss it with you.
Here are some of the upcoming topics for the next two issues:
March
Machinery & Equipment: Log Loaders/Skid Steers
Tools & Supplies: Chain Saws, Seasonal Checklist
Services: Insurance
Safety: Crane Best Practices, CEU Quiz

April
Machinery & Equipment: Aerial Lifts
Tools & Supplies: Ropes, Fertilize/Soil Amendments
Services: Leasing & Financing
Safety: Chipper, Grounds Operation Safety
TCI Equipment Locator – Spring: Guide to New &
Used Equipment
Contact editor@tcia.org
Advertising opportunities: Sachin Mohan, mohan@tcia.org

February 17, 2017
Electrical Hazard Awareness Program/EHAP Workshop***
Annapolis Junction, MD
Contact: www.tcia.org/training

February 25-28, 2017*
ISA Southern Chapter Annual Meeting
Myrtle Beach, SC
Contact: www.isasouthern.org

February 17, 2017
Electrical Hazard Awareness Program/EHAP Workshop***
Arcadia, CA
Contact: www.tcia.org/training

March 3, 2017
Electrical Hazard Awareness Program/EHAP Workshop***
Fort Worth, TX
Contact: www.tcia.org/training

February 22-23, 2017*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
Charlotte, NC
Contact: www.tcia.org/training

March 6-8, 2017*
PennDel Shade Tree Symposium
Manheim, PA
Contact: www.penndelisa.org

February 22-24, 2017
ISA Ontario Annual Meeting
Niagara, ON
Contact: www.isaontario.com

March 8-9, 2017
ELA Conference & Eco-Marketplace
UMass, Amherst
Contact: Ecological Landscape Alliance,
www.ecolandscaping.org

February 23, 2017**
Rochester Arborist Workshop
Rochester, MN
Contact: www.rochesterarboristworkshop.com
February 24, 2017
Electrical Hazard Awareness Program/EHAP Workshop***
Arcadia, CA
Contact: www.tcia.org/training

March 9-10, 2017*
Garden State Tree Conference
Atlantic City, NJ
Contact: www.njarboristsisa.com
March 9-10, 2017
Two-Day Tree Climbing Symposium
Woodbine, MD
Contact: Ramead@meadtree.com
March 10, 2017
Electrical Hazard Awareness Program/EHAP Workshop***
Vacaville, CA
Contact: www.tcia.org/training
March 14, 2017
NH Arborists Association Annual Meeting
Concord, NH
Contact: www.NHarborists.org
March 15-16, 2017*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
Windsor, CT
Contact: www.tcia.org/training
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Washington in Review
By Peter Gerstenberger

Some changes apply to tree care companies with as few as 20 employees

O

SHA has issued a final rule that
will require employers to electronically submit worker-injury
and illness data, which then will be
made public.
According to OSHA administrator David Michaels, the justification for this rule
change is “behavioral economics.” Making injury information publicly available
will nudge employers to focus on safety.
Some of the rule’s detractors maintain it
will have the opposite effect, causing businesses to underreport their incidents.
The Improve Tracking of Workplace
Injuries and Illnesses final rule states that
“establishments” with at least 250 workers
must electronically submit to OSHA – on
an annual basis – information from their
OSHA Forms 300, 300A and 301. Establishments with 20 to 249 employees in
certain high-hazard industries, including

tree care, will be required to submit information from their annual summary form,
OSHA Form 300A.

Posting to the Web
The information will then be made

available on OSHA’s website in a
searchable database that the agency claims will be the “largest publicly
available data set on work injuries and
illnesses, enabling researchers to better study injury causation, identify new
workplace-safety hazards before they
become widespread, and evaluate the
effectiveness of injury and illness prevention activities.”
The rule was scheduled to go into effect
January 1, 2017. Requirements will be
phased in over two years, with the first set
of data due to OSHA by July 1, 2017.
OSHA is supposed to be creating a
portal on their website where employers
can upload their information. The site is
scheduled to go live this month. OSHA
says it will announce the availability of
the website prominently on its home page
when it becomes operational.

March 16, 2017
Electrical Hazard Awareness Program/EHAP Workshop***
Brookings, SD
Contact: www.tcia.org/training

April 5, 2017
Chipper Operator Specialist Workshop**
Coastal Electric Coop Headquarters, Midway, GA
Contact: Georgia Arborist Association (904) 913-1422

May 8-11, 2017*
Western Chapter ISA Annual Conference
San Diego, CA
Contact: www.wcisa.net

March 22, 2017
Aerial Lift Specialist Workshop***
Petrowsky Auctioneers facility, North Franklin, CT
Contact: CUES, Inc. (860) 886-7081 x123

April 7, 2017
Electrical Hazard Awareness Program/EHAP Workshop***Madison, WI
Contact: www.tcia.org/training

July 11-12, 2017*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
Vacaville, CA
Contact: www.tcia.org/training

March 24, 2017
Aerial Lift Specialist Workshop***
Elgin, IL
Contact: www.tcia.org/training

April 21, 2017
Chipper Operator Specialist Workshop***
Pittsburgh, PA
Contact: www.tcia.org/training

November 2-4, 2017*
TCI EXPO Conference & Trade Show
Pre-show events November 1
Columbus, Ohio
Contact: www.tcia.org

March 28, 2017*
A300 Planting and Transplanting Summit
Reno, NV
Contact: www.tcia.org/training

April 21, 2017
Chipper Operator Specialist Workshop – Spanish***
Pittsburgh, PA
Contact: www.tcia.org/training

April 4-5, 2017*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
Arcadia, CA
Contact: www.tcia.org/training

May 16-17, 2017*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
Apopka, FL
Contact: www.tcia.org/training

Establishment
According to OSHA, an establishment is
a single physical location where business
is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. For activities
where employees do not work at a single
physical location, such as construction;
transportation; communications, electric,
gas and sanitary services; and similar operations, the establishment is represented by
main or branch offices, terminals, stations,
etc., that either supervise such activities or
are the base from which personnel carry
out these activities.
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* Indicates that TCIA staff will be in attendance
** ASTI grant supported workshop
*** Susan Harwood Grant Funded
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Photo 1. Diversity above ground means diversity below ground, a critical component to a balanced system. Mizumoto Japanese Stroll Garden, Missouri. All photos
courtesy of the author.

By Sylvia McNeill, BCMA

A

s arborists, we tend to be “all
about trees,” but we shouldn’t
be “just” about trees. When
called out to consult on or determine
the needs of a client’s trees, we should
broaden our vision to include the entire
landscape ecosystem. Our clients do not
have just trees; they also have shrubs,
flowers and turf grass. All of these
plants are in the same soil, sharing the
same resources, and what is done to one
component affects another.
Since healthy soils create healthy plants,
creating healthy soil should become an
important aspect of any plant health care
goal. Before getting started, you need to
know what you have in order to determine
what you need.
Assessment tools should include interviews, on-site observations and soil surveys,
tests and analyses. The more information
you gather, the more effective you will be.
Interviews include talking with everyone involved in the property to determine
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landscape management regimens, past
and present. Include all management, not
just what has been done to or for the trees.
Determine infrastructure history and site
aspects including topography, which may
reveal drainage issues and micro-climates.
On-site observations should include a
plant inventory, including all the plants
and turf grass in addition to the trees. This
will be relevant when evaluating cultural
requirements of planting groups and compatibility or determining allelopathy (the
chemical inhibition of one plant [or other
organism] by another, due to the release
of substances acting as germination or
growth inhibitors).
Soil surveys are an underutilized tool in
our industry. All too often the assumption
is that soils in residential settings have no
hereditary characteristics, which is not always true. Find out. Soil surveys give details as to soil characteristics such as pH,
texture, CEC (cation exchange capacity),
drainage, erosion potential and a great
deal more. Although the information may
seem overwhelming at first, a little effort
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

at self-education and you will become
acquainted with the typical soils in your
area.
Two websites with soil survey information
are the websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov,
developed by the USDA Natural Resource
Conservation Services (NRCS), and
casoilresource.lawr.ucdavis.edu, developed by the California Soil Resource Lab
at the University of California, Davis, in
collaboration with the USDA NRCS and
using their soil survey maps.
The California Soil Resource site has
developed an “app for that,” so soil information can be pulled up while you are on
a client’s site.
On-site field tests may be performed
with the shovel from your truck. These
include visual assessment of aggregation,
presence of worms and organic matter,
texture and drainage.
You are looking for dark, chocolatecolored, crumbly soil having that wonderful “good earth” smell. The presence of organic matter is what imparts the dark brown
coloring, and proper aeration helps toward

the “good earth” smell. The presence of
worms is a visible indicator of healthy soil.
Their presence will be limited by extremes
in pH (tolerance level ranges from 5 to 8),
lack of oxygen (compaction and saturated
soils) and moisture (drought).
Determining soil texture in the field
may require a bit of practice and this is a
test that labs can perform. But for those
interested in developing this skill, the ISA
“Best Management Practices, Soil Management for Urban Trees,” page 10, has a
useful flow chart.
On-site drainage can be determined by
digging a hole, filling it with water, letting
it drain, refilling it and timing how fast the
water drains a designated measurement.
(You want the soil at field capacity for accurate measurement. So let it drain, then
refill and time the second application.)
One-half inch in 60 minutes is considered
slow, ½ to 1 inch in 60 minutes is considered moderate and more than 1 inch in less
than 60 minutes is fast.
There are numerous lab tests to determine pH and macro- and micro-nutrient
levels, CEC, SOM (soil organic matter)
and more. The most important thing to
keep in mind with all tests is that they are
a snapshot in time. They are not precise
amounts and should not be taken as specifics. They are indicative rather than quantitative.
Our landscape analyses are for longlived, woody perennials or herbaceous
plants intended for aesthetic and functional
purposes over a long period of time, rather
than production crops where the goal is a
determined yield to be harvested on an annual basis. This means we shouldn’t take
recommendations from lab analyses based
on regional crops from regional soils with
regional responses, but, instead, learn to
interpret those analyses ourselves to determine potential mineral interactions and
limitations.
Healthy soil is created by the power
of plants and the relationship of the soil
organisms that rely on organic matter
for their habitat and food. Living roots
and macro- and micro-organisms work
together to regulate air and water availability, make nutrients already in the soil
plant-available, break down pollutants,
create aggregation and maintain structure.
The system involved is the natural nutrient

Photo 2. This landscape was 100 percent created and maintained with bio-based amendments.

cycle, beginning and ending with photosynthesis.
Soil organic matter and aggregation are
important features in healthy soil. The
beneficial effects of SOM cannot be overstated. It positively influences or modifies virtually all soil properties including
aggregation. Aggregation is crucial in the
creation of aeration, improvement of infiltration, percolation and water-holding
capacity, all of which translate to drought
tolerance. It creates a more stable soil capable of withstanding compaction.
The plants themselves are literally our
biggest tool in creating healthy soil. They
have the ability to positively influence the
soil they inhabit.1 The living roots create
aeration as they tunnel through the soil.
They emit glue-like substances that bind
soil particles together, creating aggregation. These exudates consist of polysaccharides, amino acids, proteins and enzymes that feed soil microorganisms and
will vary in composition with the plant
species, drawing in different species of
organisms. Therefore, diversity above
ground means diversity below ground, a
critical component to a balanced system.
(Photo 1 )
Our goal should be to facilitate the
soil ecosystem, rather than hinder it. This
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

means working within the natural nutrient cycle. This cycle has been in place
for millennia, long before the advent of
industrialized fixation of atmospheric nitrogen, or N2. Time and biological life are
great healers, even in our disturbed and
manipulated soils. Research is showing
older developments have less compacted soils.2 Field observations show new
developments can be established and
maintained organically with bio-based
inputs. (Photo 2) This translates to healthier, more productive soils, healthier plants
and fewer negative environmental impacts.
Organic matter and nutrients can be
returned to the soil in our tidy residential areas by the use of mulched tree islands planted with compatible understory
plants, increasing the number of diverse,
living roots to feed the biological life. The
use of landscape fabric in these situations
is not recommended as, pervious or not,
they will restrict microbial interaction,
which inhibits improvement of soil structure, aggregation and the accumulation of
soil organic matter.3
Proper water management may mean
the difference between success and failure in a landscape. Watering less often
and deeply will produce a more drought
tolerant and healthier ecosystem. This is
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Photo 3. Robinia hispida (rose acacia or bristly locust) prior to treatment with humic acid bio-stimulant.

true for the lawn as well as the trees. Turfgrass species are capable of having deeper
root systems than commonly presumed if
watered deeply and less often and mowed
at the tallest height recommended for the
species. This also allows the lawn to outcompete weeds, reducing the need for herbicides, which can build up in the soil and
become chronic stressors for trees.
In drought or arid areas, rain harvesting or
utilization of downspouts can augment resources. In heavy-rain areas, creative landscaping with rain gardens and bio-swales
can absorb or redirect excessive water.
The green industry has focused, perhaps
excessively, on the need to add nitrogen (N,
the chemical element). However, nitrogen
excess is now nearly as common as nitrogen deficiency.4 We are warned about over-

fertilization and the negative effects of “excess,” but no one defines just what “excess”
is. Nitrogen will almost always show deficient on a soil analysis; with some testing
labs not even showing it due to its transitory
nature. This should not be construed to recommend adding N to the landscape.
The past thought was adding nitrogen
increased SOM by increasing biomass
in plants. However, time has shown that
stimulating microbial action can burn up
organic matter too fast. This results in a
decline of SOM and a lack of accumulation of humus.5 As SOM declines, so
does the soil biological population, which
results in a loss of aggregation, lower infiltration and percolation rate and lower
water holding capacity, contributing to
drought stress. The loss of soil organic

Photo 4. Robinia hispida (rose acacia or bristly locust) shown approximately 18 months after ongoing
treatments with humic acid bio-stimulant.
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matter and aggregation renders the soil
more vulnerable to compaction, resulting
in an overall potential for decline in plant
and soil health.
The ANSI A300 Soil Management standards state, “Soil modification to improve
nutrient uptake shall be considered prior
to fertilization.” This is very appropriate,
as any circumstance in the soil or the plant
itself that restricts the plant’s ability to
take up nutrients can express as a nutrient
deficiency. Applying that nutrient doesn’t
solve the problem and may create others.
Unfortunately, the standards don’t follow up this good advice with concrete
suggestions, instead giving fertilizer application recommendations in the absence of
nutrient analysis. In this author’s opinion,
this allows practitioners to assume these
recommendations do not constitute “excessive” amounts, and yet they may.
Soil organic matter, nitrogen-fixing bacteria and macro- and micro-organisms all contribute to making various nutrients already
in the soil plant-available. Tree roots can go
deep, reaching stored nitrogen in lower soil
levels.6 Without taking these factors into consideration, as well as what may be applied
to the soil by other service providers, there
is a strong likelihood of “over-fertilizing,”
with the associated negative environmental
and plant/soil health impacts.
Think about creating soil fertility, rather than fertilizing, by enhancing the habitat. There are services and products we
can safely and legitimately offer that will
make a positive difference to the soil, to
the plant and to the environment.
Soil conditioners and bio-stimulants,
which are not fertilizers, enable the microorganisms to work at capacity instead of
breaking mycorrhizal connections or inhibiting nitrogen-fixing bacteria, as can
happen with synthetic fertilizers.7 Products containing quality humic acid have
been proven to enhance plant development
while not damaging microbial populations.
If, after putting all your information
together, you deem additional nutrients
are necessary, there are many bio-based
amendments with appropriate formulations to add these nutrients while still
working within the natural nutrient cycle. Preferred product forms would include
granular, to be distributed and watered in,
or liquid-based formulations. The use of a

hydraulic injection system, which applies
liquid products using high pressure, irrigates and aerates without destroying existing aggregation or damaging roots or soil
organisms. Depending on client goals, specific site requirements, the soils and your
environment, these products may be applied
from once to several times a season.
When selecting a product, ignore the
hype – learn to read the label. No manufacturer is going to say they make a mediocre product with little proven efficacy.
You need to know what the ingredients
are, where or what they are derived from
and how they will react in your soils with
your plant material.
Be careful of the “shiny new toy” syndrome. Asking others what they use can be
helpful, but you do need to consider that
responses may be very different due to soil
conditions, environment and plant species
on the property. This doesn’t mean the
product they are using is bad or good, just
possibly not suitable for your situation.
Then it all comes down to field results.
You have to try it out and see if it worked.
The caveat? Working within the naturalnutrient-cycle system is a long-term
solution, not a quick fix. You will not see
results overnight as you can in artificially
stimulated plants. But the results will be
healthier and long-lasting, and the service provided will be profitable and certainly more rewarding. (Photos 3 and 4)
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By John Ball, Ph.D., CTSP

P

lant Health Care (PHC) is a comprehensive, holistic approach to tree care. The
objective is to manage a tree’s health,
appearance, integrity and vitality within the
expectations of the client. It’s the integration
of all our practices to care for the whole tree.
The beginning of PHC programs in arboriculture can be traced back to the 1970s and the
integrated pest management (IPM) movement.
This was an outgrowth of our even earlier approach in the ’50s and ’60s of calendar or cover
sprays, where a company would spray all the
trees on a property with a dormant application,
then a first foliar (just after the leaves expanded) application, and finally a second foliar application sometime during midsummer. Some
older readers can remember dragging hose
from property to property to do these canopy
sprays. It was backbreaking work and extremely uncomfortable, and you were often covered
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with pesticides by the end of the day. But the
management was simple: one tank, one chemical and all the trees received the same treatments at the same time regardless of pests. Clients also seemed to like the simplicity – three
sprays, three bills and they were done with tree
care for the year.
Later, in the 1970s, IPM became a major departure from this blanket approach. With the
newer IPM programs, sprays targeted specific pests and were only applied when the pest
pressure warranted treatment. This approach
was more sophisticated and more complex.
The applicator was no longer a “nozzle head,”
just someone who did not mind dragging hose
and standing in drift all day. Now the applicator needed to be able to identify trees and pests,
and make decisions as to what pesticide to apply and when. One tank was no longer enough,
with nurse and split tanks becoming more
common along with small hand and backpack
sprayers.
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Not only was it more complicated for
the company, it was also a major departure for our clients. A worker might be on
their property several times a season, each
time treating different trees with different
products, and perhaps with more bills.
The focus was different, and this bothered
some clients. Where before our goal was
to eliminate pests, we now focused on
management, accepting a specific level
of damage in return for less pesticide use.
This was not always warmly received by
clients who were used to paying for results, not less pesticide.
The focus of IPM was pest management, and since arborists were more
plant- than pest-oriented, it was natural
to move to a new level of tree care in the
1980s, PHC. What we called this new
approach was debated for some time –
integrated plant management and holistic tree care were two proposed names,
but eventually plant health care, or PHC,
became the accepted term. This approach
incorporates IPM along with pruning,
soil management and other care practices under a common umbrella to focus
on caring for the whole tree, not just the
parts. It is also proactive tree care, with
the objective being to avoid problems
rather than reacting to them.
During the 1980s and ’90s, many tree
companies either folded their existing IPM
programs into this new approach or just
started PHC programs from scratch. The
objective for many programs was to provide a comprehensive service to manage
all the woody plants (and sometimes turf
as well) on a client’s property. PHC technicians (sometimes referred to as scouts or
monitors) would inspect a property on a
monthly basis during the growing season,
inspect for pests, evaluate the need for
other maintenance practices such a pruning and fertilizing, provide treatments or
schedule other crews to perform specific
work (large-tree pruning, for example),
prepare a monthly report of their activities
and provide that to the client. The clients
were typically charged an annual fee for
these services, often billed in two installments, late winter and late summer.
Facing page: Canopy spraying for control of hemlock woolly adelgid, Adelges tsugae, in Great Smoky
Mountains National Park. USDI National Park Service, Bugwood.org

A shift to targeted spraying allowed for less pesticide use. Courtesy of Bartlett Tree Experts.

These were also challenging times. Not
every client wanted or needed (or could
afford) this PHC approach, and there were
“speed bumps” in rolling out this new service. But there was still a sizeable market.
I sat in on a panel discussion of PHC at
the recent TCI EXPO 2016 and was anxious to hear how the business of PHC had
progressed during the past two decades.
I figured all the difficulties we faced in
the development of PHC back in the ’80s
and ’90s had been solved. I was surprised
to find that what was old is new again,
and the discussions I heard were almost
identical to those from those early days:
difficulties moving clients from targeted
service to a PHC program, how to find
good employees, and how to market these
programs.
It was an excellent discussion, and
clearly there was a lot of interest in PHC,
so perhaps it is worth the time to revisit some of the challenges and solutions.
The session was moderated by Tchukki
Andersen from TCIA, and she had prepared a number of issues to be covered
by the panelists, who included Bob Good,
Good’s Tree Care; Angela Ledger, Tree
Care Lady LLC; and Scott McPhee, Harrison McPhee. The following are comments
to these questions from the panelists and
the audience participants.
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How do you start a PHC service?
The answers were typical for many company owners who moved into PHC; it was
a great and profitable way to expand from a
targeted service or as an outgrowth of other
services such as planting or even lawn care.
However, starting a PHC program is not a
simple switch or expansion from existing
services. A company needs to acquire diagnostic equipment ranging from items as
simple as a hand lens to pH pocket meters
and photosynthetically active radiation
(PAR) meters. They also need to invest in
more specialized tank setups to allow for
multiple applications on a property at one
time, rather than multiple visits with different tanks to one property. Everything
should be incorporated in one truck, and
this includes more than just pesticides; fertilizers might also be carried in a dedicated
tank. Soil injectors, trunk injectors and air
spades were also mentioned by company
owners as parts of their PHC arsenal. All
are valuable tools to provide a comprehensive service, but they also require more investment in equipment and worker training.
More sophisticated equipment means
a more educated workforce. The key to
these services is highly trained employees.
The requirements are workers who have
good problem-solving skills to diagnose
key pests and disorders and who have the
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The key to more specialized PHC services is highly trained employees, with good problem-solving skills to
diagnose key pests and disorders and knowledge to identify the common tree species and pests for the
region. Courtesy of Michigan Department of Agriculture, Bugwood.org.

knowledge to identify the common tree
species and pests for the region. They not
only have to know what to do but must
also be able to do it. The workers need to
be able to apply treatments and interact
with clients. This is quite a list of talents,
and many session participants commented
that attracting the high-quality employees
to provide this service was difficult, and
that keeping them was even harder.
While some participants asked about requiring non-compete clauses in contracts,
the general consensus was that while

non-competes are appropriate, the best retention approach is an attractive pay and
benefit package. A major barrier for developing PHC programs in the ’90s was the
ability to recruit and retain PHC employees, and apparently this same difficulty occurs today. As an industry, we continually
strive to have our clients pay for what we
know. This same philosophy must apply to
our employees. It’s unreasonable to expect
PHC technicians, who must have a wide
range of knowledge and practical and social skills, to work for low wages.
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What do you offer as a PHC program?
The programs provided by the panelists
and audience were varied, but most were
somewhere on the path to a comprehensive approach where a series of site visits
are made during the growing season, with
the PHC technician inspecting plants and
providing appropriate treatments.
Many tree companies that started PHC
in the ’90s went immediately to the fullscale comprehensive approach that involved a series of property visits during
the growing season to inspect woody
landscape plants for disorders, diseases,
insects and mites. The PHC technician determined the treatment needs, applied any
treatments and submitted a written report
to the client of what was seen and accomplished during a visit. Many companies
expected the average site visit to be about
30 minutes long, with each technician responsible for 100 to 150 properties. Many
of these programs lasted only a few years
since they made two mistakes, 1) this was
the only program offered and 2) they did
not test the program on a few properties
first before rolling it out.
It is not wise to force everyone into a
PHC program right from the start. As was
mentioned during the recent TCI EXPO
session, it may take several years or more
to move a client into the PHC approach.
They initially contact you because their
tree has become infested or infected with
a pest. Several panelists recommended to
not overwhelm new clients by pointing out
10 or 12 other problems on the first visit.
The solution for the problem may just be
a targeted application of a pesticide during
the appropriate time. While situations and
clients differ, it might be better to wait at
least a month or two, or even until the end
of the season, before exploring the option
of expanding services.
They may not even need any more services than a targeted treatment. The full
PHC approach is not applicable to every
tree, landscape or client. The worst approach to offering PHC is as a “take it or
leave it.” Successful companies take a cafeteria approach to tree care, offering clients a
range of services to tailor a program that fits
the needs of the landscape and the client.
The other key to success is to gradually
introduce PHC into your offerings. There
can be a steep learning curve in developing
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pay for the service, clients do, and it was
equally important to find the right clients.

Applying treatment for hemlock woolly adelgid. Photo by Richard Turcotte, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org.

a comprehensive approach. It is best to learn
by offering a program to a select group as
a trial run so you can accurately determine
equipment and labor needs as well as costs.
What were the most profitable PHC
properties in the ’90s?
These were landscapes with a diversity of plant material that includ-

ed few plants that were susceptible to
key stressors, those serious pests and
disorders frequently found in the area.
The plantings were not overcrowded
and, very important, the landscapes
were located close to other clients to
reduce drive time.
These were, and still are, the most profitable properties. But properties don’t

How do you sell and price a PHC program?
A PHC program is not for every client.
The key is to interview prospective clients
to determine what level of tree care they
need or want. You need to know their expectations for the services as well as their
budget. One common failure for PHC programs is not matching the right program
with the client. This can result in frustration
on both sides, with the company believing
there are unrealistic demands or expectations on the part of the client, and the client upset that they do not believe they are
receiving value for their money. The best
clients are those who have realistic expectations of a program, who respect your expertise and who are willing to learn.
Pricing depends upon the complexity
of the program. It is based, in part, upon
the number of site visits and the length of
these visits. Early spring visits, which are
mostly inspections, are shorter, but as the
growing season develops, the visits take
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more time as treatments are applied. Clustering clients to reduce drive time between
properties helps as well.
You need to know how long it will take
a technician during an average site visit,
and you can only know that if you have
practiced the program for a few years on a
“test” group of clients. Once you know the
time required over the season to service a
property, use the hourly cost for the technician (salary and benefits), the hourly cost
of the truck (fuel, maintenance, depreciation, etc.) and the cost of supplies and small
tools to start building the pricing for the
program. As many companies have found
over the decades, a PHC program is not
cheap to run, and comprehensive programs
must be marketed to a high-end clientele.
How do you market a PHC program?
Exotic threats such as hemlock woolly
adelgid and emerald ash borer have been
good opportunities to get the “foot in the
door” and discuss the value of the PHC
proactive approach to tree care. However,
do you charge for this initial visit? There
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was no clear consensus on this question
among the audience participants. Some
companies charge a fee for the initial visit,
others do not. However, everyone was in
agreement that there are costs to coming
out to visit, even if there is no problem that
requires your immediate services (pruning, pest treatment, etc.), and we need to
do a better job at educating prospective
clients as to our value. As was mentioned
during the session, we all expect to pay
for a doctor visit even if the doctor finds
nothing wrong.
The market is high-end clients, and you
need to reach out to them. Take every opportunity to talk with community groups
and gardening clubs and societies, for example, to explain the PHC approach and
how it benefits trees and the environment.
PHC is not about selling materials and labor
but knowledge. Make sure your marketing
area knows your company is the “go-to”
place for science-based information on tree
care. Become the expert in the community,
the person the local news media turns to for
viewpoints on timely tree-related topics.
Retaining clients is as important, if not
more so, than obtaining new clients. Automatic renewal of programs was not a
common approach mentioned during the
session. Instead, companies use an annual
review at the end of the season to discuss
with clients the services and tailor a program for them the following year.
It was great to see the interest in PHC
at TCI EXPO. The session was packed
with company owners curious about the
approach or looking for ideas and information on how to fine-tune their existing
program. Each decade renews some of
our old challenges as tree care and client
tastes change. Tree care, including PHC,
is always changing, and only through
sessions such as this PHC panel discussion can we learn to adapt to the new
environment
John Ball, Ph.D., CTSP, is a professor
of forestry at South Dakota State University where he instructs courses in arboriculture, forestry and pest management. He
also serves as the South Dakota Department of Agriculture Forest Health Specialist. He previously managed IPM and PHC
programs in companies from the Midwest
to New England.
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Accreditation
creditation Profile

Two crews from Harder Services, Inc. provide line clearance along a snowy side street. Harder has been working for the local utility as a trimming contractor for
some 30 years. Photos courtesy of Harder Services.

By Janet Aird

H

arder Services, Inc., a 55-year
TCIA member company based
in Hempstead, New York, is
one of the very few tree service companies that has achieved duel TCIA Accreditation. In 2008, they earned their
Residential/Commercial Accreditation.
In 2014, they were re-accredited for
Residential/Commercial and also received their Utility Contractor Accreditation.
“They’re big accomplishments,” says
Jack Harder, the company’s general manager and the great-grandson of F. Kenneth
Harder, company founder. “We were the
sixth tree care company in the United
States to achieve the TCIA Utility Accreditation and the fourth to achieve both accreditations.”
Ken Harder founded the company in
1922. His son, Frank Jr., has now retired
but is still listed as the company president.
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Frank ran the business for decades, and in
1989 was president of the then National
Arborist Association, now the Tree Care
Industry Association. “He’s retired,” Jack
says, “but he still stops in from time to
time.”
Frank Jr.’s son, Frank III (Hank), is
vice president. Frank Jr.’s other son, Bill,
manages the landscape division, which
has yielded a tremendous amount of tree
work, especially pruning and transplanting in New York City, according to Jack.
The fourth generation consists of two
of Hank’s sons. Jack is an ISA-Certified
Arborist Utility and Municipal Specialist
and a CTSP, in addition to being general
manager. Jack’s brother, Will, also works
in the utility tree division and is a CTSP.
He belongs to the local electrical workers’
union and handles customer interactions
and advance notifications of Harder’s utility tree trim work.
“I’m proud of the fact that we’ve been
a small, family-owned business for 95
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

years,” Jack says. “We’ve had our share of
hurdles over the years, but the challenges
are never insurmountable, and it’s definitely worthwhile to bite the bullet sometimes to keep the business going.”
Through the years, the company has developed relationships with the landscape
industry, utilities and city foresters. “We
have a lot of referrals on the commercial
end, mostly because of our relationship
with the New York City Parks Department. We have standing relationships with
construction companies, for example, who
sometimes pass our name along to subcontractors needing landscaping or tree work.
“Our integrity is something we’re all
proud of,” he says. “It’s very rewarding to
hear from customers about the quality of
our work and the attitude of the crews in
the communities where I grew up and live
now.”
The company serves Long Island and
New York City, with customers both in the
city and in the smaller hamlets. Hurricane

Sandy, which swept through in 2012, had a
major impact on the way people in the area
thought about their trees, Jack says. Homeowners, who provide some 20 percent of
the company’s revenue, panicked at first
and wanted their trees removed, he says.
“We talk with them and explain the
trees’ value to their property,” Jack says.
“Now they’re looking at their trees differently. More people are pruning to keep
their trees healthy.”
Harder’s municipal services provide approximately 15 percent of their revenue. “If
municipalities didn’t have an arborist before
Hurricane Sandy, they do now,” he says.
Commercial customers account for approximately 60 to 65 percent of Harder’s
revenue. They include property managers,
construction firms and HOAs (homeowner associations). Harder has been working
for the local utility as a trimming contractor for some 30 years. The current system
manager on Long Island is PSEG Long Island, a subsidiary of Public Service Enterprise Group, Inc. “We do a good amount
of pruning and preventative maintenance

Members of the family include, from left, Hank Harder, Frank Harder, Jr., Bill Harder, Jack Harder and Will
Harder.
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for them,” Jack says.
Transplanting has become one of the
company’s specialties. They’ve moved
approximately 40 trees. One project included moving 11 honey locusts up to 25
feet tall from a property across from Radio City Music Hall to a nearby location.
They worked closely with the New York
City Parks Department and will maintain
the trees for two years.
The company also does preventative maintenance for municipalities, such as pruning,
limb elevation over roadways and street
tree selection. They have emergency stormresponse contracts with some villages.
The company also does plant health care
with integrated pest management and tree
risk assessments and consultations, and
has tree maintenance programs.
They have 35 employees working on
utility tree crews. Part of Jack’s responsibility is to train employees before they
start working. He uses a basic template
provided by TCIA during the Accreditation process, as well as content from TCI
Magazine. “There’s a great deal of information in there for us to use,” he says.
On Long Island, the utility work requires a higher level of training for anyone
who comes within a certain proximity to
a power line, Jack says, including ground
workers.
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Harder employees also include ISA Certified Arborists, Municipal Specialists and
Tree Risk Assessment Qualified (TRAQ)
arborists; New York State DEC-Certified
Applicators; and a registered consulting
arborist (RCA).
As mentioned, the company earned
TCIA’s Residential/Commercial Accreditation early on. “We ran the costs and benefits, and everyone was on board with it,”
Jack says. “We figured that being vetted
by a national organization was something
we could do that would set us apart from
someone with a chain saw and pickup.”
The process made their employees more
aware of the importance of safety as well
as that of looking clean and professional.
The company has been awarded contracts
by HOAs based on their employees’ politeness and estimates and the validation
by TCIA. Harder used information from
TCIA to improve their safety plan and update their training.
The Utility Contractor Accreditation became available in 2013. “We jumped on
the opportunity,” Jack says.
Most of the Utility Contractor Accreditation requirements were already satisfied
by the Residential/Commercial Accreditation, according to Jack. The biggest difference between the two accreditations was
the requirement for utility employees to
have the specialized training when they
work around power lines.
Jack sees the company expanding into
new territory during the remainder of
their current utility line-clearance contract and when the new round of bidding
begins. Of the contractors who do utility
work on Long Island, Harder is the only
one with Utility Contractor Accreditation
and ISA-Certified Arborists and Utility
Specialists, he says. Ultimately, Harder’s
hope, like TCIA’s, is to have utility companies require TCIA Utility Accreditation
in their bidding specs.
“I think most companies will probably look at Accreditation the same way
we did, with a cost/benefit analysis,”
Jack says. “But what I saw as the biggest benefit is the ability to turn your
view around and look inside the company. You can see where it’s deficient
or needs updating. It may be fine the
way you’re doing it, but you can reinvent it and do it better.”
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ASTI Supporter Profile

from weekly tailgate meetings and training materials to sending our guys to the
local safety seminars, and we have two
CTSPs (Certified Treecare Safety Professionals) who conduct our company safety
programs. I think TCIA has covered every
topic and aspect of safety – there’s nothing
out there in our industry that even comes
close. And having the materials available
in Spanish also is helpful.”

By Patricia Chaudoin

T

im Gamma has no problem remembering the exact year his
dad’s tree care company became
a TCIA member. “It was the year I was
born,” says Gamma, who now serves as
president of Gamma Tree Experts, an
accredited, 53-year member company
out of St. Louis, Missouri. “I think we
are one of the longest-time continuous
member companies today. And that was
pretty much the start of our companywide commitment
to safety.”
Gamma, a TCIA
board member, and
his younger brother, Tom, now own
the company, and
their 82-year-old father, Frank, checks
in with them from
time to time.
Tim Gamma
When the effort
to create the Arborist Safety Training Institute (ASTI) was
launched in 2013, Tim immediately saw
the need and stepped in as a volunteer and
a donor. Gamma Tree Experts immediately pledged $25,000 to the program. “I
decided that if I was going to be calling
around to other companies for donations,
I’d better be committed myself,” Gamma
explains.
“It really hits me hard when I see those
reports every month (in TCI Magazine) of
serious injuries and fatalities; it just makes
me sick to read them. And I know those
are just the ones that are reported. There
are probably many more incidents that go
unreported.”
In 2009, Tim and Tom established the
Frank Gamma Educational Fund, a TREE
Fund endowment. Income from this fund
is also now going to support ASTI. “We
decided ASTI was the perfect place to
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“You kind of grudgingly
buy these expensive new
harnesses, but then you
see the guys wearing them
and you think, ‘Wow, that
really is a big improvement!’”

Sergio Perez, aerial lift operator for Gamma Tree,
sporting one of the new fall-protection harnesses
recently purchased for the crews.

use this money,” says Tim Gamma. “For
a long time, not much was being done
to teach safety because there wasn’t the
funding. Now we actually have the funds
to make this happen. The bottom line is
saving lives and reducing injuries.”
Gamma says he practices what he
preaches, making safety the number one
concern at Gamma Tree Experts. “We’ve
adopted all the TCIA safety programs,
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

Gamma adds that having a true safety culture means employees know better
than to attempt unsafe practices. “People
need to know their limitations. I’ve always
said, and I’m sure my dad said this first,
‘You’ve got to put the right crew with the
right job.’ I’ve actually walked away from
jobs that I felt were too dangerous for us.”
Even with a company-wide foundation
of safety, Gamma realizes things are always changing and he needs to keep on
top of new developments. “I was reading
a safety update about the new body harnesses and realized we needed them,” he
says. “You kind of grudgingly buy these
expensive new harnesses, but then you
see the guys wearing them and you think,
‘Wow, that really is a big improvement!’
Even something as simple as changing our
ground crews’ shirts from green to ugly
neon yellow is well worth it if it keeps
someone from getting injured.”
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Tree 75, one of 20 Trees of 40 Fruit currently thriving in landscapes, blossoming in the spring of 2015 on the campus of Syracuse University in upstate New York.
Each Tree of 40 Fruit is a single grafted tree with the capacity to grow more than 40 different varieties of stone fruit including peach, plum, apricot, nectarine, cherry, and almond. Facing page: Top, a diagram mapping what grafts went where on Tree 75, above; bottom, the same tree in summer with fruit. Images and graphics
courtesy of Sam Van Aken.

The Tree of 40 Fruit:
Beautiful by Any Name
By Michael W. Michelsen, Jr.

T

he first time Sam Van Aken saw
tree branches being grafted and
grown onto other trees, he recalled
the story of Frankenstein’s monster.
“I was watching my grandfather graft
branches that he had collected from var-
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ious trees onto a single tree,” Van Aken
explains. “I spent considerable amounts
of time on his farm in Pennsylvania, and
even though his trees only had two or three
varieties of fruit on them, I thought they
were the wildest things I had ever seen.”
Van Aken attributes part of his fascination with grafting to an almost mystic
element that many people attribute to the
craft. “When many people hear of grafting, they are often skeptical, and even if
they see it done, they still don’t really want
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

to believe it. It’s after they see the whole
tree growing, with all the different varieties on it, that they become believers and
think of it in almost mystical terms.”
Today, as an art professor at Syracuse
University, Van Aken recently reignited
his passion for grafting fruit trees, not as
a result of a desire to create horticultural
freaks, but as a result of his commitment
to art, conservation and research.
The result of his work is a program he
calls “The Tree of 40 Fruit” project, an

effort eight years in the making to create
single trees that can each produce up to 40
different stone fruits – fruit with pits, including peaches, apricots, plums, cherries
and nectarines – on a single tree.
Extreme chip grafting
The process Van Aken uses for his trees
involves a technique called chip grafting,
or taking twigs and buds off of one tree – a
“donor” tree – and attaching the graft to
another tree – a “rootstock” tree. After the
graft heals, it will grow just as it would
have if it was an original part of the rootstock tree.
The key to success, according to Van
Aken, is to make sure that the fruit of the
bud and that of the rootstock tree are of
the same genus. Otherwise, the bud will
die. “If you took a bunch of buds from one
type of citrus tree and tried to graft them
to an apple tree, for example, they would
never grow. On the other hand, if you were
to plant buds from one type of stone fruit
tree onto the root of another stone fruit,
they would grow.”
Another aspect that Van Aken considers important to his overall goal for the
project is to make sure that a typical tree’s
rootstock is acclimated to an area’s climate and soil. This potentially allows the
fruit to be grown in areas that might not

Tree 75 drawing. Each tree is designed, with buds being placed according to when they blossom and the color
of their blossoms. “I graft buds onto the rootstock so they bloom at different times and in different patterns,”
says Sam Van Aken.

otherwise support that type of tree. Van
Aken has planted 20 trees in seven states
across the country.
One of the first trees that Van Aken, a
sculptor, created was planted in the center
of the Syracuse University campus. “I think
many people almost consider it a freak, but
a lot see it as beautiful,” Van Aken says.

Tree 75, Summer 2015. Created through the process of grafting, the Tree of 40 Fruit appears as a normal
fruit tree throughout the majority of the year – until spring when it blossoms in variegated tones of pink,
white, and crimson, and summer when it becomes laden with a multitude of fruit. Note the grafts.
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Embryonic stages
When Van Aken started looking for
ways to gather the fruit buds for his initial trees, he had difficulties finding farmers who produced stone fruit near where
he lives and works. That problem was
solved, at least initially, when Van Aken
discovered an experimental pasture in
upper-New York state that was home to
150 to 200 stone fruit trees, all hybrid,
native, heirloom and antique varieties of
these fruits.
“The trouble was that this orchard was
scheduled to be destroyed, due to lack of
funding,” Van Aken explained. “The problem quickly became how I could save as
much of this orchard as I could in order to
maintain these varieties. Otherwise, once
they were gone, they were gone forever.
I decided that my Tree of 40 Fruit project
was the perfect conservation method for
all these fruits.”
In the nursery
For the past nearly 10 years, Van Aken
has methodically taken chip grafts off
every stone fruit tree he can find and
attached these buds to his rootstock
trees in his nursery in Syracuse. But
Van Aken doesn’t just graft these buds
to his trees in a willy-nilly fashion. Instead, he makes careful diagrams of each
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find most interesting about grafting is that
when two plants are grafted together, their
(cambial tissues) flow into each other, letting them share a vascular system ... In essence, they become one tree, which is our
goal,” he explains.
“This is where I consider that the art
element comes in,” Van Aken explains. “I
don’t just graft buds on where there might
be room, although that is a concern. I graft
buds onto the rootstock so they bloom at
different times and in different patterns.
This gives consideration to when the tree
will bear fruit, what colors will appear at
given times and other elements.”
This way, Van Aken explains, those who
visit his trees will have one variety of fruit
to see at one time, while they’ll have another variety when they visit the next time.

Primarily composed of antique and native stone fruit varieties, the Tree of 40 Fruit is a form of conservation,
preserving rare, unknown, or now forgotten cultivars that are not commercially available.

one of his trees, clearly showing where
each new bud is located, its variety, when
it was grafted and when it can be expected
to bloom. “These drawings could be called
schematics, because that’s precisely what
they are,” he explains. “Each tree that I
have created has a drawing made of it so I
can see where everything is, when it was

grafted and all of the other information
pertaining to it.”
The idea behind grafting, as Van Aken
explains, is to injure a tree and during
its natural healing process, its wound response, you confuse it to think that the bud
you have grafted is part of itself, so it accepts that and allows it to grow. “What I
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Art for art’s sake?
“Another important aspect of my trees is
conservation, which has been an important
part of seeing them in museums and other public areas,” Van Aken explains. “It’s
great to be able to see someone enjoy one
of my trees and appreciate its beauty and
uniqueness, but when they see one that
shows them the history of fruit grown in
their area, that’s great.”
In addition to the 20 trees already
planted, Van Aken has an additional 20
trees that he is grafting at his nursery.
“As any farmer will tell you, grafting
isn’t always successful, but the truth
is, if you get an 80-percent success rate
you’re doing great. That’s always the
number I shoot for.
“It’s a wonderful feeling that my trees
are being enjoyed by so many people all
over the country,” Van Aken says. “They
are colorful, which serves an esthetic
purpose. But they’re also educational in
that they are designed so that something
is flowering and blooming at any one
time. But what really gets me excited is
the fact that, as people learn about the
trees, they also learn about the botanical
history of where they live, which gives
them an appreciation for wherever they
happen to be.”
The most amazing thing about the Trees
of 40 Fruit, according to Van Aken, is that
when they bloom you have all of the different colors of blossoms. “Plus you get a
lot of great fruit.”
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Send Your Local Accident News to editor@tcia.org

Accident Briefs
All items taken from published reports or
reported directly to TCIA staff, as noted.
Worker killed by felled tree
An experienced arborist was killed
December 1, 2016, in Mariposa County,
California, when a tree he was helping cut
down landed on him.
Nash Mayer, 40, of Coarsegold, Calif.,
had been cutting trees for 16 years.
Mayer was on the ground, guiding a
dead tree, when a pine fell on top of him,
according to the KFSN-TV Fresno report.
Man killed in struck-by
A man was found dead December 2,
2016, in Pierrepont, New York, after he was
pinned by a tree in the woods. Stanley P. Tarbox, 60, of Pierrepont, was reported missing
shortly after 5 p.m. St. Lawrence County
Sheriff’s deputies were told he had gone to
the woods to hunt and to cut firewood.
Shortly after 7 p.m., deputies located
Tarbox’s body. Tarbox apparently had
attempted to cut down one tree, which
became stuck in a second tree. When he
tried to free it, the first tree fell on Tarbox,
pinning him, according to a WWNY-TV/
WNYF-TV report.

TCIA Accident Survey for
2016 Operations now underway

A

ccidents continue to increase in the
tree care industry, and this trend
is distressing to companies, employees
and consumers. TCIA’s annual Accident
Survey is just one tool we’re using to
combat this increasing problem.
By supplying information, you will help
TCIA compile information our industry
needs to become more aware of how safety awareness and training and safe operations can help our businesses and save
lives. So we’re asking you to follow the directions at the end of this article to participate in TCIA’s Accident Survey for 2016
Operations. This short survey will take
only a few moments to complete.
As a reward for responding (promptly and fully) to the Accident Survey, one

of the survey respondents will be selected at random to receive up to $250 in
safety training materials.
To be eligible for the reward, please
provide the contact information requested on the survey form. Providing
contact information is optional, and the
information will not be used for marketing purposes. All responses will be
treated with the strictest confidentiality; data will only be shared in aggregate
form with the outside world.
TCIA thanks you in advance for your
contribution to making our industry a
little safer this year.
For the survey, go to www.tcia.org and,
under Resources tab, click Survey Center.
Or click the link below:

http://www.magnetmail.net/forms/display_form.cfm?uid=TCIA&fid=49024&rtype=nonmm

Worker killed while trimming palm
A man was killed December 3, 2016,
in Redlands, California, after the skirt
of fronds on the palm he was trimming

broke. One report said he then fell to the
ground from the palm.
The 48-year-old San Bernardino man
who died was part of a crew trimming a
palm tree at a private residence. The man
had no pulse when Redlands firefighters
arrived, according to a report in The Sun.
Tree worker killed in struck-by
A tree worker was killed while working
alone at a residence December 6, 2016, in
Vestavia Hills, Alabama.
Steven Paul Shaffield, 65, of Morris,
Ala., was removing one or more trees at
the home. The homeowner who hired
Shaffield was unable to reach him by
phone and went to the house to check on
him. Shaffield was found behind the home
and was pronounced dead at the scene.
A tree, or part of a tree, fell on him,
according to a report in The Birmingham
News.

Accidents in the tree care industry that occurred during the month of December 2016. Graphic compiled from reports
gathered by, or submitted to, TCIA staff.
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Driver of tree truck one of three hurt in
crash with bus
A driver of a tree service chip/dump
truck was hurt along with at least two students after the truck struck a school bus
December 6, 2016, in Buford, Gwinnett

County, Georgia.
Witnesses said the driver of the tree service truck T-boned the school bus, coming
from a local middle school, at an intersection. The truck driver and two students
were taken to a local hospital for treatment.
Other students suffered bumps and bruises.
Gwinnett County police hadn’t said if
the driver of the truck will face charges,
according to the WSB Atlanta Report.
Tree trimmer injured in fall
A tree worker was injured December 6, 2016, in Newark, Ohio, after he
fell from a tree he was trimming. The
man was taken by emergency medical
helicopter to Ohio State University’s
Wexner Medical Center, but his injuries
were not considered life-threatening,
according to a Newark Advocate report.

been hit by a tree branch and died sometime during the day, according to a WHP
CBS21 report.
Tree worker killed in struck-by
A 33-year-old tree service worker from Greenville, Mississippi, died
December 13, 2016, in Arcola, Miss.,
when a tree limb he was cutting fell and
struck him on the head, according to a
Delta Daily News and Delta Democrat
Times report.

TCI Accident Archives
For a history of industry accidents, see our Accident Archive
listing by month for the last five
years, and a compiled, searchable
listing of accidents going back to
2010. Visit www.tcia.org and, under the Publications tab, click Accident Briefs.

Nobody injured when lift truck rolls over
A tree service bucket truck rolled over
into a ditch while traveling on a road in
North Salem, New York, December 12,
2016, but the occupants riding in it escaped unharmed, according to a report in
The Journal News in White Plains.
Tree trimmer killed while directing traffic
A man working as part of a tree trimming crew was killed December 13, 2016,
in Marietta, Georgia, when he was struck
by a car while directing traffic.
Spencer Young, 60, of Lawrenceville,
Ga., apparently held his hands up for driver Allen Martin, 82, of Marietta to stop,
but for reasons unknown Martin kept going and struck Young with the left front
side of his car.
Young was taken to Wellstar Kennestone Hospital, where he later died of his
injuries, according to a report in The Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
Homeowner dies in struck-by cutting
firewood
A man was cutting trees and chopping
wood on December 13, 2016, in Fawn
Township, Pennsylvania, while his wife
was away for the day. When his wife returned home and he had not, the family
began to search for him.
Ronald Troutman, 78, was found under tree branches in a wooded area near
his home. The coroner says that he had
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Firefighters rescue arborist from tree
An arborist had to be lowered from
a tree by firefighters in the Monument
Beach section of Bourne, Massachusetts,
December 20, 2016, after he injured his
leg while working. Firefighters found the
man about 25 feet off the ground sitting in
the tree. The man, about 50 and who had a
chain saw, had been hit by a limb.
Using a ladder with a platform that extends
from a fire truck, rescuers were able to get the
arborist out of the tree and into an ambulance.
He was then brought to Falmouth Hospital,
according to a Cape Cod Times report.

Crews from Bunyon Bros. Tree Service, a TCIA member company based in San Luis Obispo, California, hold a
pre-job safety meeting. Courtesy of Bunyon Bros. Tree Service.
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Company owner killed in fall from palm
The owner of a tree care business on
Tybee Island, Georgia, died December 28,
2016, after he fell while trimming a palm
tree on Tybee Island. Thomas Solomon,
59, owner of Solomon’s Tree Services,
was working at a rental property when he
fell, sustaining injuries by hitting power lines, then the ground. His death was
caused by blunt-impact injuries of the
torso following electrocution, according
to a WJCL News report.

Circle 7 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

Arborist Innovations

Tom Macone
Macone, one of the developers of the Vibe unit
unit, focuses on maki
making a cut. Allowing workers to focus on the task at hand is one of the benefits of the Vibe unit, he
says. Photos courtesy of Tom Macone.

By Don Staruk, with Tom Macone

B

orn profoundly deaf, tree worker
Brick Reilly received a cochlear
implant at the age of 22. But his
battle of not being able to hear on the job
was not over. Since it was not practical or
necessarily safe for him to wear the implant on the job, the noise common on tree
care job sites still made communication
very difficult.
“The implant is expensive, I don’t want
to break it, and it’s a minimum of two days
before I can get a refurbished one,” Reilly
says. “Also, if I wore it, it would distract
me while working, as I would be constantly thinking about it and not focused on the
task at hand. We all know what happens
when you are not 100 percent focused
while doing tree work.”
Reilly still had to try to be extra aware
of what was going on around him, and
sometimes that wasn’t enough.
After going to work on a job with Jamie
Gillem, Gillem began pursuing solutions
to get Reilly’s attention in an instant. But
since throwing sticks and shooting a laser
pointer had some limitations and carried
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Current designs can be paired with up to 32
hazards of their own, one day Gillem
rechargeable receiving units.
asked Reilly, “What would work in getReilly and Gillem are co-owners of
ting your attention?” Reilly’s reply was
Arbarian Enterprises, a three-year TCIA
“Vibration.”
member tree care company based in
Soon after that conversation, the Vibe
Branchville, New Jersey.
two-way command/response unit was born.
Reilly instantly fell in love with the idea
Vibe consists of a main control unit with
of the Vibe, which gave him the feeling
a tethered activation button and a tethered
that he was now part of the team and not
vibration motor. When depressing the aca burden. Simultaneously, Reilly and Giltivation button, a wireless signal is translem saw that Vibe could work for other
mitted to any Vibe unit
paired on the same freppeople as well. Tree
operations
quency and within a 500ccare
foot radius. When a paired
aare usually a very
noisy environment,
unit receives the signal, the
and even those who
vibration motor activates and
are able to hear are
gives a clear and clean vibraoften inhibited from
tion alert regardless of the noisy
doing so completely
environment.
due to ear protection
Although still in prototype,
in combination with the
Vibe’s final design is intended
noisy mechanical tools
to be a universal mount on
of the industry. And
the outside of any helmet or
hard hat and compliant with
while hands-free and
wireless radio headsets
requirements set by ANSI/
are available, Vibe, at
ISEA in Z89-1-2014 for
Vibe consists of a main control unit with a
force transmission as well tethered activation button and a tethered the very least, can add
another level of comas to have an E-Class rating. vibration motor.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

munication that may even help those users
in the harshest environments.
Reilly and Gillem believed that what
they were doing to help Reilly would be
useful in helping the industry at large become safer, and together they agreed to
work on bringing Vibe to market.
Their journey started funneling money they would make from their tree care
business into having prototypes made,
doing beta testing and doing market research. The next step was signing up with
SCORE, a nonprofit association dedicated
to helping small businesses through education and mentorship. Through SCORE,
they learned the ropes of writing a business plan, financial forecasting and drafting a feasibility plan.
The search for and working with engineers to create Vibe prototypes took time.
As with all new products, the trial-anderror process required a lot of patience.
Through contacts, they hired the services
of a patent lawyer, pursuing protection of
their product.
But they could only do so much tree
work to finance the costs associated with
creating Vibe from the ground up. Initially, donations from friends, relatives and
others were able to cover the cost of prototypes for beta testing. After some addition-

Brick Reilly scopes out a job.

al research, they decided to
go the path of Crowdfunding through Indiegogo. This
also proved to be a major
step in the right direction.
The interest and feedback
attained through the fundraiser and social media was
astounding, according to
the pair, further confirming
the need for their product.
Enter Thomas Macone,
a climber with Aspen Tree Jamie Gillem, far left, and Tom Macone, in red shirt, talk with attendees
in the Vibe booth at TCI EXPO in Baltimore in November. “The positive
Expert Co., Inc., a 30-year
feedback was truly amazing,” says Macone.
TCIA member located
in Jackson, N.J. After competing in tree
testing it in any way it needed. Through
climbing competitions together for a nummany talks, Reilly and Gillem believed
ber of years, Reilly, Gillem and Macone
that Macone had shown such passion and
had become friends. They would look for
strong commitment that he would be a
each other when they traveled outside their
great asset to the Vibe team, and decided
New Jersey chapter competitions in hopes
to bring him in as a partner.
of competing against
All in agreement,
each other in differthe trio decided to
ent locales. At a comobtain a booth at the
petition at a Penn-Del
2016 TCI EXPO in
ISA conference, ReilBaltimore,
Maryly and Macone ended
land. “Vibes Speak
up in the same group.
Louder than Words!”
Being competitive as
was the banner that
they were, Macone
was hung over Vibe’s
saw the struggle Reilbooth at the show.
ly would face when
This proved to be
climbing
without
great exposure for
his implant, as oththeir Vibe product.
er competitors were
“We were able to edable to speak to get
ucate many in the ineach other’s attention
dustry not only about
during any event.
how important it is to
After that com- The Vibe prototype was designed to fit inside a hel- get someone’s attenpetition,
Macone met, as shown here. You can see the tethers. The tion on the job site,
spoke with Reilly activation button is on the front strap (top) and the but also the capabiliabout what was on vibrate bottom on the back. The Vibe 2.0 will mount ty of making it possioutside on the helmet and be wireless.
the market that could
ble for someone with
help him hear while
a disability feel as if
working and competing so that his implant
he had no disability at all,” says Macone.
could remain in. Reilly forwarded some
“The positive feedback was truly amazing.
information to him about his implant and a
“The most common statement we heard
waterproof case. Later on, Reilly forwardduring the EXPO was, ‘That’s a really
ed information about Vibe to Macone. Imgood idea!’ which was a huge boost of
mediately, Macone saw how, in addition
confidence for us.”
to giving “hearing” to Reilly, it would be
The Vibe team has already booked their
useful in getting anyone’s attention on a
booth for next year’s TCI EXPO in Columjobsite instantly.
bus, Ohio, with the hope of having Vibe
From that moment on, Macone wanted
market-ready and available at that time.
to help in any way possible, giving input
To see a video or learn more about Vibe,
and feedback on the product ideas, and
visit vibecommandresponse.com.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017
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Book Excerpt

The following is a series of excerpts
from Urban Forests: A Natural History of
Trees and People in the American Cityscape by Jill Jonnes, published on September 27, 2016, by Viking, an imprint of
Penguin Publishing Group, a division of
Penguin Random House LLC. Copyright
by Jill Jonnes, 2016.

sylvan life. In the seasons of a tree we find
a map of our own lives.”
Our affinity for trees dates far back to
the origins of our species, believes tree

T

he modern American city is a great
place to look at and learn about
trees, because this fundamentally
unnatural environment has a far bigger
variety than any crowded real forest. Urban Forests is a celebration of the elm and
other great city trees, and of the Americans
– presidents, plant explorers, visionaries,
citizen activists, scientists, nurserymen,
and tree nerds – whose arboreal passions
have shaped and ornamented the nation’s
municipalities from Jefferson’s day to the
present. In an era when four fifths of Americans live in or near cities, we are and have
long been highly conscious of our built
environment. Yet most of us know little of
that other essential part of urban life – our
grown environment.
We are surrounded by millions of trees,
trees of a hundred sizes, shapes, and species: London planes, Norway maples, lindens, Callery pears, ash, locusts, red maples, oaks, and flowering cherries, to name
a few. Despite their ubiquity and familiarity, most of us – typical cosmopolites
– take them for granted and know little of
their specific natural history or many civic
virtues. And yet trees, nature’s largest and
longest-lived creations, play an extraordinarily important role in our cityscapes.
They are not only critical to public and individual health but are also the dominant
component of what is now called green
infrastructure, defining space, mitigating
storm water, cooling the air, soothing our
psyches, and connecting us to nature and
to our past. “In trees, we see ourselves,”
says historian Thomas J. Campanella, “We
appreciate the symmetry of human and
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canopy scientist Nalini M. Nadkarni.
“From the first glimmers of humanity’s
dawn, we have evolved with trees. Our
grasping hands, opposable thumbs, and
binocular vision once enabled us to leap
between branches with easy confidence,
though we now use those endowments for
other things, such as playing baseball and
dodging in and out of traffic.” Although
we no longer live in trees, we still intuitively appreciate them. The angular ginkgo or flowering horse chestnut seems so
palpably alive in spaces dominated by
concrete and buildings, and on a sweltering city day we naturally gravitate to the
trees, absorbing their shade, their cooler,
cleaner air and dappled light.
In the decades after the Civil War, tree
evangelists of the first urban tree movement proselytized so successfully on behalf of the necessity of planting and caring
for trees that the celebration of Arbor Day
(invented in 1872), the founding of arboTREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

retums, and tree planting swept America.
In this book we’ll meet the colorful characters who lived (and sometimes died)
for the trees that today populate our cities, plant hunters like Ernest “Chinese”
Wilson and Frank Meyer, who braved
bandits, plagues, and raging rapids in remotest Asia. We’ll also delve into the tales
of the trees themselves. Among the wealth
of tree species in the United States are
many naturalized immigrants from China,
Japan, and Europe, including such classic
urban examples as the ailanthus (of A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn fame), the ginkgo and
the dawn redwood (both “living fossils”
unchanged since the era of the dinosaurs),
the ornamental cherry, and the muchmaligned Callery pear.
Like people, urban trees can have deadly enemies. Often they are human, but a
tree’s worst foes are generally foreign diseases and insects. Between 1860 and 2006
global trade served as the means for 455
tree-loving insect species to debark on
our shores, and 16 damaging tree diseases. For decades American chestnut blight
(first detected in the Bronx in 1904) and
Dutch elm disease (first detected in Ohio
in 1929) were the most devastating threats
to urban trees. Then came the Asian longhorned beetle (first detected in Brooklyn in
1996), an indiscriminate consumer of half
of urban tree species (with a preference
for maples) whose lackadaisical lifestyle
has limited its presence to a handful of
battlefields, where a rare victory may prevail. Far, far more devastating has been the
invasion of the Asian emerald ash borer
(first detected in Michigan in 2002), now
destroying billions (yes, billions) of native
ash trees in a swath of 27 states, with further conquests likely when it breaches the
Rocky Mountains and heads west.
In the 1970s, as both huge old trees and
small woodlands disappeared in the wake
of Dutch elm disease, developers, and old
age, city dwellers once again began to experience a visible dearth of urban trees.

Many officials who were dealing with other
serious financial issues dismissed trees as an
unaffordable amenity. In the face of that resistance arose a second wave of American
urban tree evangelists, a group of enlightened leaders, citizen activists, artists, arborists, and scientists who helped create an urban-forestry movement, launch million-tree
initiatives, and formulate a new body of
science that employs the latest technology to
illuminate how essential trees are to public
and environmental health.
Additional exceprts
Chapter One
On July 7, 1806, the wealthy Philadelphia plant collector William Hamilton,
sixty-one, dipped his quill pen into an
inkwell and began a postscript to a letter
to President Thomas Jefferson, who was
summering down at Monticello. “In the
autumn, I intend sending you if I live,”
wrote Hamilton, then in the throes of searing gout pain, “three kinds of trees which I
think you will deem valuable additions to
your garden.” Hamilton took competitive
pride in possessing every possible botanical rarity. Over the course of twenty-five
years, he had transformed the Woodlands,
his six-hundred-acre estate overlooking
the Schuylkill River, into the young nation’s premier showcase for exotic plants
and trees. Jefferson, himself an ardent gardener, had pronounced his friend Hamilton’s country home “the only rival which
I have known in America to what may be
seen in England.”
Nothing gave Hamilton more joy than
showing off his vast greenhouse with its
ten thousand plants and his landscaped
“natural” pleasure grounds, whose lawns
sloped down to the river, artfully “interspersed with artificial groves ... of trees
collected from all parts of the world.” He
relished his visitors’ amazement as they
stared at strange “foreign trees from China, Italy, and Turkey,” fingering the unusual leaves and bark, inhaling their “balmy
odours.” As Massachusetts congressman
Manasseh Cutler recalled of a visit to the
greenhouse: “Every part was crowded with
trees and plants, from the hot climates, and
such as I have never seen. All the spices.
The Tea plant in full perfection. In short,
[Hamilton] assured us, there was not a
rare plant in Europe, Asia, Africa, from

“Graft” is artist Roxy Paine’s 45-foot-tall silver tree, an eight-ton polished-stainless-steel sculpture that
towers above the manicured lawns and gravel paths of the National Gallery of Art’s outdoor sculpture
garden, by the Mall in Washington, D.C. It is featured in the introduction of Urban Forests: A Natural History
of Trees and People in the American Cityscape. Photo by Ali Eminov at Flickr.com.

China and the islands in the South Sea, of
which he had any account, which he had
not procured.” Another botanical pilgrim
to the Woodlands favored with a personal
tour peered in pleasure at “the bread-fruit
tree, cinnamon, allspice, pepper, mangoes,
different sorts, sago, coffee from Bengal,
Arabia, and the West Indies, tea, green and
bohea, mahogany, Japan rose, rose apples.
... The curious person views it with delight,
and the naturalist quits it with regret.” …
And so it was no small gesture for Hamilton, dismissed by a neighbor as “interested only in his house, his hothouse and his
Madeira,” to be offering Jefferson among
his gifts one of his rarest treasures, an
offspring of his “Ginkgo biloba or China Maidenhair tree ... said by Kaempfer
to produce a good eatable nut.” In 1784
Hamilton had again bested his plantcollecting rivals, securing before all others in America these exotic ginkgoes with
their distinctive fan-shaped leaves. …
Chapter Three
In June of 1893 John Muir and his editor,
Robert Underwood Johnson of Century
Magazine, stepped down from a horse and
buggy at the Brookline estate of wealthy
Boston Brahman Charles Sprague Sargent. Muir, a craggy, wild-bearded writTREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

er famous for his passionate defense of
America’s besieged wilderness, was here
to meet one of the men be admired most
in the world. At age fifty-two Sargent was
the nation’s leading dendrologist, scholar,
and evangelist of trees and creator of the
nation’s first (and most important) “tree
museum,” Harvard University’s Arnold
Arboretum in the Jamaica Plain neighborhood of Boston.
Muir was freshly off the train from New
York City, where he had been so hot that
he “felt all the time as if somebody had
rubbed the inside of my underclothes with
very sticky molasses.” Entering Sargent’s
130-acre estate, Holm Lea, he beheld what
he declared to be “the finest mansion and
ground I ever saw.” ln a letter to his wife
back in Martinez, California, Muir especially rhapsodized about Sargent’s gardens: “fifty acres of lawns, groves, wild
woods of pine, hemlock, maple, beech,
hickory, etc. and all kinds of underbrush
and wild flowers and cultivated flowers –
acres of rhododendrons twelve feet high in
full bloom, and a pond covered with lilies,
etc., all the ground waving, hill and dale,
and clad in full summer dress of the region, trimmed with exquisite taste!”
Muir reported that while Sargent’s
“servants are in livery,” his Boston host
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and his wife and family made him “in a
few minutes ... (so) at ease and at home,
(I was) sauntering where I liked ... We
had grand dinners, formal and informal.”
When Muir departed three days later, he
and Sargent, a tall, sturdy, bearded, formal soul described by some as “cold roast
Boston,” were fast friends, having bonded
over their mutual love of trees and devotion to saving America’s forests. The two
became correspondents (Muir dispatching
handfuls of acorns gathered from favored
oaks) and travel companions, together
romping through remote forests and hillsides, reveling in trees. …
Out in Kent, Ohio, one John Davey, another tree lover with a very different provenance and temperament from Sargent’s,
was about to become famous as the “Tree
Doctor.” In 1901, at age fifty-four, Davey self-published a seminal book by that
title, which methodically instructed with
photos and text how to properly prune
and care for trees. Marveled one admirer,
“John Davey worked out the science of
tree surgery alone ... All the tree surgery
in America traces a pedigree to this one

man, five feet six, weight one hundred and
thirty in the shade.” Davey and his book
would launch the modern field of arboriculture, or the commercial care of trees in
and around American cities. Looking at
his book today, one is struck by how bloglike it is: lots of eye-catching images that
perfectly illustrate the punchy text.
Unlike Sargent, Davey wore his passion
for trees on his sleeve and could – and
did – wax rhapsodic about any aspect of
his arboreal loves: “Examine a leaf,” he
would exhort. “How many will see its
beauty, saying nothing of its utility? Did
you ever stop to think that all the millions
of tons of timber ever grown were made
in the leaf?” He hated to witness the routine disfiguring of trees. “Nature does not
form those beautiful and healthgiving tops
of shade trees to be cut to pieces to furnish
‘beer money’ for a lot of Tree Fools,” he
wrote in The Tree Doctor. ...
Chapter Four
In early summer of 1904, all across New
York City American chestnuts (Castanea
dentata) were in full flower, their creamy,

firework-like bursts of catkins swaying
in the winds, abuzz with bees and beetles
harvesting the trees’ rich pollen. Up at the
Bronx Zoological Park, chief forester Hermann Merkel stood in its prized woods, a
cool oasis of native chestnuts, hemlocks,
oaks, birches, locusts, and poplars. As the
sunlight filtered through in thin shafts,
Merkel, a German landscape architect,
was running his fingers over the trunk of
a young American chestnut. Why, he wondered, did a number of the young chestnuts appear to be ailing, their bark dead in
patches and some of their branches full of
withered brown leaves?
Yet the real stab of concern came when
Merkel shifted his gaze aloft, high up into
the canopy: Even towering old chestnuts
with twelve-foot girths showed twig and
branches whose foliage was brown and
brittle long before autumn. These largest
of native trees, eastern monarchs of the
tree kingdom, were valued for their statuesque beauty, lumber, and delicious fall
nuts. Merkel had never seen them afflicted
in this way. Founders of the five-year-old
zoo cherished its park-like grounds, a ver-
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dant respite for the masses from nearby
Manhattan who streamed in to see the nation’s few remaining bison and such exotica a giraffes and chimpanzees, before
enjoying picnics and naps under the trees.
Perhaps, Merkel thought, the brutal winter
just past was to blame. …
As soon as Merkel explained his plight,
(William Alphonso) Murrill (botanist
from Cornell) hurried with the forester
back to the zoo, where the two walked

the grounds studying the sad spectacle
of the dying American chestnuts. Murrill
carefully broke off infected twigs, leaves,
and bark from a few of the trees for his
specimen bag. Back at the botanical garden he could not help but notice that here,
too, even in its forty-acre virgin hemlock
forest, American chestnuts were displaying similar symptoms. In his laboratory
Murrill used the twigs and bark from the
zoo, writes Susan Freinkel in her history

American Chestnut, to grow “specimens
of the fungus until he had satisfied himself
that he had a pure culture. He then transferred the cultures onto various media –
agar, bean stems, and sterilized chestnut
twigs – and placed them in glass tubes
sealed with wads of cotton. Sure enough,
the fungus grew.” Murrill had never seen
such a fungus with its “beautiful yellow”
pustules, but he believed it was a new, virulent mutation of the large and common
fungi genus Diaporthe, native to the eastern United States. He named what was
killing the local American chestnuts Diaporthe parasitica Murrill. By November
he had infected living chestnut twigs and
watched the fungus blossom and swiftly
kill. …
Afterward
… And how have our nation’s two
historic Cities of Trees fared since concerned citizens stepped forward to restore their canopies? Mark Buscaino of
Washington D.C.’s Casey Trees says that
old aerial images show that the city had
a 50 percent tree canopy in 1950. By the
year 2000, that was down to 35 percent.
“When we started, there were 90,000
city street trees,” he says. “Now that is
up to 135,000. And we and City Forestry have gone from planting 3,400 trees a
year to 13,000, three times what it was.
The canopy number is still about 35 percent, which means we have preserved our
overall tree canopy, and that is no small
matter at a time when almost every other
city’s canopy has declined.”…
The threats to survival for a city tree
have not changed substantially since
Andrew Jackson Downing, the original
tree evangelist, wrote in 1846: Trees
“are placed in a hole quite too small for
them, a little rubbish is thrown about
their roots, the bricks are laid carefully as tight and near the root as possible
... nobody ever thinks of watering it, it
dwindles and dies. The wonder is that
any city tree ever survives the treatment.” It’s amazing how many city trees
still suffer this fate.
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To purchase this book, visit http://
w w w. p e n g u i n r a n d o m h o u s e . c o m /
books/314478/urban-forests-by-jilljonnes/9780670015665/.

When Hurricane Matthew hit Hilton Head Island in South Carolina last fall, what made quick clean-up critical was the resort’s RBC Heritage, South Carolina’s
only PGA Tour event and one of golf’s most renowned tournaments, scheduled to take place in April 2017 on Sea Pines Resort’s famed Harbour Town Golf Links.
Unless otherwise noted, photos courtesy of Gary Mullane.

By Tamsin Venn

O

n Oct. 8, 2016, Hurricane Matthew tore through Hilton Head
Island in South Carolina, scouring the renowned Sea Pines Resort with
110 mph winds and 21 inches of rain in
a six-hour period. It damaged not only
the golf courses, but much of the resort
complex at Harbour Town Inn & Club.
Thousands of trees lay toppled around
like a game of pick-up sticks.
What made quick clean-up critical was
the resort’s RBC Heritage, South Carolina’s only PGA Tour event and one of
golf’s most renowned tournaments. The
event would take place in April 2017 on
Sea Pines Resort’s famed Harbour Town
Golf Links.
Enter Gary Mullane of Mullane Associates, who has worked in the Hilton Head
area for 27 years and specializes in golf
course tree management. He was tree con-
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sultant to Augusta National Golf Course
from 1999 to 2012 and has worked with
Sea Pines for 20 years. President of the
National Arborist Association, now TCIA,
in 1994, he’s been a member of the association since 1974 (he joined as Mullane
Tree Service, merged into Hawthorne
Brothers Tree Service, then started Mullane Associates in 1989). He was just the
man to get the right people on the spot as
quickly as possible.
“It was important to get going as fast as
we could,” says Mullane.
Many of the laurel oaks, which weaken as they age, blew down, and pines fell
in all directions. Live oaks that had been
maintained survived with the least amount
of damage, including Sea Pines’ famed
320-year-old Liberty Oak, which only lost
a few branches.
After the hurricane, people contacting
the resort had two questions: had the lighthouse and the Liberty Oak survived? Yes,
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

on both counts. The golf courses were a
different matter. Some 1,500 trees toppled
around the pristine fairways including 800
at Harbour Town alone.
“When the storm hit, I sent an email to
my contact at the Sea Pines Resort, Cary
Corbitt, director of sports and operations,”
says Mullane. “I told him that if the local
tree contractor working for him got overwhelmed, that I had access to Davey Tree.
Within 10 minutes he emailed me back
and said ‘Send them.’”
Richard Foote, vice president of business development and client services for
Davey Tree, who had spoken with Mullane the week before, in concert with
key Davey field management, was on the
move. The hurricane hit on Saturday. On
Monday, Davey had 18 crew members
on the ground ready to start work. Jeff
Crites, market manager for Davey’s Midwest residential/commercial services, and
Keith Francies, operations manager for

Many of the laurel oaks, which weaken as they age, blew down, and pines fell or leaned in all directions. Here, a Davey crew is dispatching a leaning pine near the
9th green.

Davey’s Southeast residential/commercial
services, eventually organized and dispatched 50 crew members from 19 different Davey offices.
“To mobilize that kind of effort was
phenomenal, most of it through my connections from TCIA,” says Mullane. “In
addition to Crites and Francies, Chris
Heim, district manager at Davey, was just

fabulous, directing all these people and
bringing in more people as needed. The
crews were terrific, some of the most professional arborists I have worked with. It
was 50 people with 20 different kinds of
machinery, incredibly safe, and not one
complaint,” says Mullane.
Crites, Francies and Heim also worked
with the client to negotiate many of the

Caldwell Tree Care sent in 14 people and worked with villa owners where a hurricane-spawned tornado had knocked
down many trees. Here, resort employees, not tree workers, are seen checking out the damage.
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logistics for the project – such as lodging,
equipment and contract details – to make
sure that the crews had what they needed
to do the job efficiently and correctly. Additionally, Kenny Rowe, Davey’s senior
regional safety specialist for the southeast,
and his team of Robert Ellis, Brian Parris,
Mark Papuga, Bradley Gonzalez and Regie Wilson, worked closely with the crews
to make sure they worked safely.
The goal was to remove trees from the
fairways on the Harbour Town Golf Links,
Heron Point and Atlantic Dunes courses.
Atlantic Dunes had just opened three days
before the hurricane after a year-long renovation project. Crews took out a total of
589 trees. They fished 47 out of lagoon –
with alligators in each of them.
Meanwhile, Sea Pines was able to put
the workers up in the empty villas right on
the golf course.
Tree workers needed to exercise utmost
care in removing debris from the golf
course so grounds personnel would be
able to maintain the grass.
A lot of trees that seemed OK at first had
weakened root systems. Mullane’s treerisk assessments determined which needed to go, while saving a lot of the strategically placed trees. The PGA Tour is very
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A Davey crew works behind the 17th tee, the most photographed venue on the course on CBS TV during pro tournaments.

happy with that kind of detail, according
to Mullane.
The key was organization. Mullane had

The top of a leaning pine is removed with the use
of a crane.
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the contacts, and Corbitt made a decision
very quickly to mobilize. The entire resort,
including the three golf courses, was totally cleaned up in three weeks!
“Davey is a professional organization.
They had the resources to send the people
down here. And we all worked together
pretty well, too. We just kept track of everything. It was the best and most efficient
clean-up in a timely manner I’ve ever
seen,” says Mullane.
Another player was Kevin Caldwell,
president of Caldwell Tree Care, an accredited, 20-year TCIA member based in
Roswell, Georgia. He sent in 14 people
and worked with villa owners where a
hurricane-spawned tornado had knocked
down many trees.
“Caldwell Tree was terrific. Again, it
was a relationship coming out of TCIA,
people you can trust, professional companies,” says Mullane.
“It’s nice to have that network in place.
If you go to Winter Management Conference, you make lifelong relationships. You
make a phone call, and someone will help
you with a business issue. I don’t know
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

how somebody could be in the tree industry and not belong to TCIA,” he adds.
Meanwhile, replanting has started in
earnest. In November, Mullane oversaw
the planting of eight 50-foot live oaks. In
January, 12 loblolly pines, up to 50 feet
tall, weighing 12 tons each and strategically placed on Harbor Town Golf Course for
scenic effect, were planted. In all, Corbitt
says 30 trees will be planted, all but two on
the Harbor Town Golf Course.
“Gary has a close association with Sea
Pines, so he reached out to key Davey
management about our interest in helping
Sea Pines because it was so devastating,”
says Heim. “We already had crews in transit throughout the East Coast, because you
never know where the worst-hit area is going to be. We were able to pull resources
immediately to help Sea Pines as soon as
we were able to get on the island.”
They took care of the public access areas so residents could come back. Then
they started in on the three golf courses.
“We did not want to damage any turf
areas. We brought in specialized equipment, cleaned up debris on the ground and

Protecting the turf and other features of the golf course was critical. Here, a crew works to remove a 120-foot pine near the 17th pro tee.

removed fallen trees, and pretty much assessed trees along the golf courses for hazards, pruning or removal. On three 18-hole
golf courses, that was pretty challenging.
All three courses meander throughout the
homes in Sea Pines. And at the RBC Heritage, thousands of spectators wander the
course, so it has to be safe. Into the second
week, we had a better grasp, then we mobilized more people.
“It was definitely a challenge to coordinate. Fortunately, it’s a testament to
Davey’s training. It’s consistent throughout the country. Tree workers came from
19 different offices – Tennessee, Georgia,
Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin – a pretty wide
geographic area. It was amazing to see all
these people coming together, have them
respond in such a positive manner and see
the safety training, protocol and customer service consistent across the board and
how that facilitated managing the cleanup,” Heim adds.

“Being part of TCIA and following the
guidelines would help facilitate training
protocol, so if you had several small op-

erators who were TCIA members coming
together to help each other, you would
expect a structure would be in place. In a

Live oaks that had been maintained survived with the least amount of damage.
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“Alligators were everywhere. It gives new meaning to the intro safety meeting in which you have to point
out that there are going to be some alligators ... and that they would be watching,” says Davey’s Chris Heim.

sense, that is what Davey does. The training is unified and consistent from office
to office. When we call on an office from
Charlotte or Chicago, they’re comfortable
coming in because they have the same basic training,” says Heim.
“We had a crane and once we had feet
on the ground, we were able to reach out
to different offices and bring in appropriate equipment for the job, but then analyze
what we needed the most. With the golf
course work, you can’t take heavy equipment on the course. You needed bucket
trucks, lots of trained climbers, and small

articulating front-end loaders for moving
stuff around so we could get it to our chippers. Anything we could chip we did. Sea
Pines stockpiled it at a designated site.
“Alligators were everywhere. It gives
new meaning to the intro safety meeting in
which you have to point out that there are
going to be some alligators, and that you
are going to work around them, and they
would be watching,” he notes.
“Gary was easy to work with, he understood the challenges and had a relationship
with Sea Pines so he was a great asset,”
Heim adds. “It was a perfect storm, we

A convoy of Davey crews arrives at Sea Pines Resort on day one.
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were in place, and we were able to act at
Sea Pines immediately in a unified manner
to make it happen.”
Richard Foote notes that as a general
rule Davey Tree doesn’t like to do “storm
chaser” work. “Our closest offices were in
Atlanta and Raleigh, Charlotte, Greensboro, Jacksonville, Orlando, so we’re fortunate. We didn’t have to collaborate with
outside companies,” he says. However,
since he knew Mullane, he was confident
that sending crews would be OK.
“It makes us nervous when some of the
companies have different processes and
procedures and they are not in compliance
with our industry standards. Safety is a big
deal. We had 25,000 to 35,000 hours with
Matthew and didn’t have one accident. If
the outside companies are accredited, we
would be more comfortable. It helps level
the playing field, adhering to OSHA and
ANSI standards.
“What we did in this case was to bring
in our strongest team members because we
knew that storm damage can sometimes be
very dangerous, especially with trees on
houses, electrical issues, and the dynamic
factors and forces. We were so proud of
our crews. We received so many accolades
from Gary and the property owners regarding how productive we were and the
care and respect we had for the guests and
the property.
“We had a safety team down there on
site, so they participated in our dispatch
meetings and talked about hazards and obstacles, using the Davey HOPE procedure
– Hazards, Obstacles, Plan and Equipment. We were also very cognizant of how
many hours our team was working and
making sure they were getting their rest.”
Foote notes the value of TCIA connections in a hazardous storm clean-up situation, especially when going into a new
area where you may not be familiar with
all the regulations. Hilton Head has some
very stringent ones where tree work is
concerned.
“I would communicate with a network
of TCIA members to get some help. Those
individuals have a leg up. They may already have a staging area, know all the
permits, and who to talk to ahead of time,
and have a network to rely on. We were
calling around trying to find out everything we could about Hilton Head and all
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Anything that could be chipped was, and Sea Pines stockpiled it at a designated site. Courtesy of Davey
Tree.
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the logistical details and when we called
Gary, he was a big help and everything fell
into place. We have a very long relationship, both direct and indirect, with Gary
Mullane; he is an asset to our industry.
We reconnect at industry events like the
TCIA Winter Management Conference
and TCI EXPO. When you are dealing
with a TCIA-accredited company owner,
you know you have an ally. Everyone is
on the same page when it comes to the important stuff, taking care of the employees
and taking care of the clients,” says Foote.
Cary Corbitt arrived at Sea Pines in
1977, and Matthew was the first hurricane
to wreak that much damage. Hurricanes
tend to stick to the Gulf Stream 60 miles
out, and the Outer Banks catches most
of their fury. In this case, a high-pressure
zone kept pushing Matthew inland, Corbitt notes.
The day after, you couldn’t even tell
where there were roads. Electricity was
out. The golf courses were flooded, he
says.
Sea Pines had a contract with Crowder
Gulf, a disaster-recovery company, as well
as local companies that help throughout the
year. After the storm, Crowder Gulf managers were not confident they could clean
up the golf courses without damaging the
turf because of the size of their equipment.
Gary Mullane contacted Corbitt to see if
he needed additional resources, and Corbitt readily agreed to the assistance.
Even with no prestigious PGA Tour
pending, he notes, they would have moved
as quickly to make sure the community
was back in business.
“We’re a resort destination and didn’t
want to send out the message that we were
out of business. We have been, by and
large, ready for folks to come back,” he
notes.
“Davey Tree brought in people who
could work around our golf courses. We
wanted to make sure we cleaned up these
courses, made them safe and minimized
turf damage, and Davey certainly performed beyond expectation,” says Corbitt.
Did you know TCIA has a Storm Network for members? The goal is to help
TCIA members coordinate efforts and provide backup in the wake of severe weather.
Check it out at www.TCIA.org
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Business of Tree Care

By William J. Lynott

A

s every TCIA member knows,
running a tree care business
these days involves a full plate
of challenges, not the least of which is
being an employer. How to hire, train,
compensate and maintain employees
while observing the maze of legal constraints requires a complex set of skills.
Most large companies handle this problem by hiring a human resources (HR)
professional. Owners of businesses too
small for that luxury have to learn profitable employment practices on their own.
These guidelines will help you to improve
profitability by sticking with tried and
proven HR practices.
Use job descriptions
While written job descriptions aren’t
essential, they are a valuable tool in maintaining a healthy work environment.
“In a tree care business, most employees
will have to wear more than one hat, so
you can’t necessarily capture everything
in a single job description,” says Karen
Young, author of Stop Knocking on My
Door, Drama Free HR to Help Grow Your
Business.
“Instead, outline the basic purpose for
each job and include one or two sentences about why the position exists. Don’t go
overboard by including nonessential functions. Simply add, ‘All other duties as assigned.’ That covers the rest and prevents
employees from being able to use the old
‘That’s not in my job description’ excuse.
“With a little forethought and diligence,
you’ll find that the work you put into defining job descriptions now will pay off in
the months and years to come.”
Clarify meal and rest-period policies
“Meal and rest-period violations continue to generate new class-action lawsuits every year,” says labor attorney Todd
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Wulffson, managing partner at Carothers,
DiSante & Freudenberger, LLP, Irvine,
California.
“It’s important to provide employees
with a description of their rights to meal
and rest periods,” he says. “Post this information on the company site and train
supervisors properly. When the onus is on
the employee to inform the company of
any missed break, the legal risk is dramatically reduced with proper postings.”
Build emotional connections
Every human has a powerful need to
feel respected, be accepted, and be valued
by others. This need touches every aspect of a person’s life, and nowhere more
strongly than in a labor-intensive business environment. From brain surgeons
to salesclerks, the craving for self-respect
and recognition is so strong that it can
dominate and control employee behavior
and performance regardless of financial
considerations.
The work of an employee left with no
reason to think that his boss respects and
values his contribution is almost certain to
fall well below his potential. In extreme
cases, negligent or even harmful behavior
will be the eventual result.
Unfortunately, it’s easy for an owner to
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overlook an employee’s need for recognition and self-respect. Consider this actual
exchange overheard between a business
owner and a passing employee:
• Employee: “Good morning, Mr.
Smith. Looks like we’re going to have
a nice day.”
• Boss: “Fine, thank you. And how are
you?”
That sort of disconnect between an employee and a busy owner or manager is
not uncommon – and is a clear message
to the employee that he or she and his or
her work are unimportant. Lack of recognition such as this preys on the susceptibility of many workers at all levels of our
workplace hierarchy who are starving for
self-respect and the essential dignity that
goes along with it. Failing to supply it provides a perfect setting for the loss of initiative and lowered work ethic on the part of
the offended employees.
Fortunately, providing the kind of recognition that satisfies this important need is
an easy task. One of the simplest and most
effective ways to develop and demonstrate
sincere interest in your employees is to
take a little time to learn something about
each one. Include such simple things as the
names of a spouse and children, employee
hobbies or special interests, and then fol-

low through from time-to-time with a little conversation that shows you remember
them and are genuinely interested.
Avoid favoritism
Favoritism, or even the appearance of
it, can be a deadly enemy of positive employee attitudes. An employee who feels
that he or she is the victim of favoritism
is likely to develop an unseen grudge that
can silently, but effectively, damage your
business.
Make a constant effort to show appreciation to your employees in a fair and
equitable manner. Any indication that you
regard one employee with more respect
or appreciation than any other is a certain
path to negative employee morale. While
it’s not always possible for you to avoid
regarding some employees more highly
than others, allowing that feeling to become obvious to others is a serious management failure, one that almost certainly
will exact a costly penalty.
Provide recognition and other non-cash
incentives
A report by the research firm McKinsey
& Co. on motivating people strengthened
the importance of recognition and non-cash
incentives in the workplace. In particular,
the report points out that non-cash incentives (including sincere praise and recognition from immediate managers) is often
a stronger motivator than traditional incentives such as bonuses and stock options.
This is of particular importance to small
businesses operating on tight budgets.
“Cash is too expensive,” says Dave
Peer, president of the Incentive Marketing
Association. “It costs a lot more to deliver cash awards than non-cash awards,” he
says. Peer reports that companies are discovering that cash is not the panacea they
thought.
Non-cash awards can include such obvious things as a fruit or flower basket or
dinner out with the boss. The only limit is
your imagination. But don’t forget the one
incentive often suggested as the most important of all – sincere praise and recognition from the boss.
None of this is to suggest that money in
the form of wages isn’t the heart of positive motivation, only that money alone is
not likely to inspire the kind of motivation

that brings out the best of performance in
your employees.
Be clear about your expectations
“Most people want to do good work,”
says Young. “If you haven’t defined ‘good
work,’ your employees are going to use
their own definitions.”
Job descriptions are an invaluable tool
for defining the nature of what has to be
done, but it’s management’s responsibility to clearly define how the work is to be
done.
Employees have a right to know precisely what management considers a good
job, and they have a right to be kept informed as to how well they are living up
to management’s expectations.
Legal considerations:
Display all necessary postings
“Nearly every U.S. employer must display up to six federal labor law postings,”
says Ashley Kaplan, senior employment
law attorney with ComplyRight, a provider of HR compliance resources. “They
include Equal Employment Opportunity
(EEOC), Minimum Wage (FLSA), Military Rights (USERRA), Workplace Safety
(OSHA), Employee Polygraph Protection
(EPPA) and Family and Medical Leave
(FMLA).” Most states will require additional ones.
“Compliance is not optional,” cautions
Kaplan. “Businesses that fail to display the
necessary postings could face heavy penalties. In 2016, all federal agencies with
labor-law posting requirements bumped
up noncompliance fines to account for
inflation. Some of these fines have more
than doubled under the Civil Penalties Inflation Adjustment Act, such as the EEOC
posting fine jumping from $210 to $525.
“Be aware, too, that effective August
1, 2016, the OSHA posting fines have increased from $7,000 to $12,471, and the
combined potential penalties for federal
posting violations now exceed $32,000.”
Safety violations carry huge liability
“Lax workplace safety can result in a
slew of negative consequences, including
expensive workers’ compensation claims
and insurance, even orders stopping work
at your job sites,” says Wulffson. “Review
your policies periodically to ensure comTREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

pliance with evolving standards, train all
supervisors and employees, and strictly
enforce workplace and on-site safety rules
– before an accident occurs. Consider having a consultant do a periodic assessment
of your policies and job sites. Being proactive and consistent can go a long way
toward reducing claims and fines.”
Essential recordkeeping
“Another critical component of workplace compliance is employee recordkeeping,” Kaplan says. “Employers should
keep three specific files for each employee: a general file, a payroll file, and a medical file.
“The general file covers documentation
regarding the employee’s tenure and performance, such as resumes, hiring paperwork, reviews and training verification.
“A payroll file includes records related to wages and other monetary benefits.
This includes accurate time records for all
hourly/non-exempt employees.” (Those
records might be especially critical if and
when the new FLSA overtime rules that
were to go into effect December 1, 2016,
but which were blocked by a federal judge,
are eventually reinstated.)
“Last – and perhaps most critical – employers need to maintain a separate medical file with documentation related to
medical conditions (such as FMLA paperwork, health insurance forms and doctor’s
notes)” says Kaplan. “These records may
be subject to HIPAA regulations and the
Americans with Disabilities Act, so they
must be kept strictly confidential and apart
from other personnel records.
“Retention timeframes matter, too,”
Kaplan says. “For example, personnel
records related to wages must be stored
for two years, per FLSA requirements,
and FMLA paperwork must be saved for
at least three years. Also, OSHA requires
employers to keep records on employees
who become injured or ill due to the job
for at least five years.”
There are, of course, many other elements in a complete program of skilled
employment practices. Many of these
are best learned from your own and your
company’s experiences. Most of these will
come naturally if you keep in mind the
importance of building your own safe and
profitable program.
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TREE Fund Update

T

he TREE Fund is pleased to announce its final round of 2016
grant awards for urban tree research and education. The TREE Fund
issued a record-breaking $550,000 in
new awards in 2016, bringing the total
disbursement of funding to nearly $3.2
million since its inception in 2002.
Utility Arborist Research Fund Grant:
Christopher M. Halle, Ph.D. (Sonoma State University) and co-investigator
Claudia Luke, Ph.D. (Sonoma State University) will compare the efficacy of mechanical only vs. mechanical plus herbicide treatment in establishing low-growing
native plant communities in a range of
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western ecosystems in
the “Integrated vegetation
management on powerline rights of ways: effects
of vegetation treatment
on plant communities and
wildlife diversity” project.
The effects on local animals
and pollinators will also be studied.
Pacific Gas and Electric Company and
Utility Arborist Association provided support for this $175,000 directed grant.
2016 John Z. Duling Grant:
Adam Berland, Ph.D. (Ball State University) and co-investigator Jess Vogt, Ph.D.
(DePaul University) seek to understand
the possibilities and limitations of virtual street tree surveys using Google Street
View in their “Evaluating virtual street
tree surveys as a tool for municipal forest
management” project. The study will look
at data quality using this approach vs. field
surveys and see how analyst expertise impacts data quality. Findings will provide
guidance for communities considering this
innovative approach for generating street
tree inventory data.
Justin Morgenroth, Ph.D. (University of Canterbury, New Zealand) and
co-investigator Andrew Koeser, Ph.D. (University of Florida) will monitor physiological and tree growth responses to various
root-removal treatments in “Measuring tree
response to increasing root-removal intensities.” This work will help determine “acceptable” root-removal limits, and establish
evidence-based root-removal guidelines.
Brian Kane, Ph.D. (University of Massachusetts Amherst) and co-investigator
Mark Reiland (University of Massachusetts Amherst) will assess the likelihood
of failure of different parts of a tree rigging system in their study “Measuring
forces at multiple locations in rigging
systems.” Previous work in this area has
been limited by measuring forces in only
one or two places in the rigging system.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

This more robust project
will help tree care professionals understand exactly which parts of the
rigging are more likely
to fail under different
rigging scenarios.
2016 Jack Kimmel International Grants:
Francesco Ferrini, Ph.D. (University of
Florence, Italy) and co-investigator Simone
Orlandini, Ph.D. (University of Florence, Italy) hypothesize that the commonly used but
harmful pruning practice called topping not
only depresses tree health, but also directly
reduces thermal comfort and human wellbeing in cities. They will explore this possibility in their study “Effect of topping on
microclimate condition and human comfort.”
Camilo Ordóñez, Ph.D. (Ryerson University, Canada) and co-investigator Andrew Millward, Ph.D. (Ryerson University, Canada) are assessing the factors that
contributed to the decline and mortality
of urban trees in Toronto planted using
structural soil cell technology intended to
improve tree-habitat quality. Their project, “Investigating street tree decline and
mortality in commercial urban spaces revitalized with structural soil cell technology to improve planting and maintenance
practices,” will help guide future decisions
about the use of this technology.

Scholastic scholarships available
Online applications are now available at
www.treefund.org for the following TREE
Fund grants and scholarships:
• Robert Felix Memorial Scholarship
($3,000)
• Hyland R. Johns Research Grant (up
to $50,000)
• TREE Fund Arboriculture Education
Grant (up to $5,000)
• Ohio Chapter ISA Arboriculture Education Grant (up to $5,000)
More at www.treefund.org.
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Classifieds
HELP WANTED
Sales and Tree Diagnostics Arborist, Indianapolis
Our Sales Arborists sell Arboricultural services to new
and existing clients and are responsible for creating
and cultivating relationships with both residential and commercial
customers. Knowledge
and experience in specimen identification, tree care,
insect and disease treatment, hazard tree care, and
current industry practices is a must. Sales Arborists also assist the Operations Manager and crews
in the direction of each job. 3-5 years’ experience
selling Arboricultural services is preferred. 2-4 year
degree in Forestry or green industry is valuable, ISA
Certified, excellent sales and communication skills,
computer proficiency preferred, not required. Full
benefits available! Apply online without delay at
pingstreeservice.com/employment.html.

Climbers and Crew Leaders, Boulder, CO
One of the best places to
live in the country! Your
great attitude & energy
are what we need. Great
bennies – small company!
Desire for growth; thoughtful, caring, unselfish and
fun-loving. office@taddikentree.com; (303) 554-7035;
www.taddikentree.com.

Certified Arborist/Sales/Project Manager for Unique
Government Contract
RTEC Treecare has an
opportunity for an experienced Sales Arborist/Project Manager in
Washington, DC, metropolitan area. Preferred experience with bidding a variety of work, and supervising multiple crews for tree
maintenance, environmental services and government
contracting in high-profile, high-traffic and historic
locations. ISA Certification, knowledge of ANSI standards and OSHA regulations required. We utilize technology, best practices, and a commitment to continuous improvement in a drug-free environment. Excellent
performance-based pay and benefit package, career
advancement opportunities available. Learn more at
www.RTECtreecare.com or call (703) 573-3029.
Crew Leaders & Climbers, Colorado Springs, CO
Large, technical removal
ability a must. Understand
and have advanced rigging knowledge and techniques. Periodic craneremoval experience a plus.
Know and understand ISA/
ANSI pruning standards and have ability to efficiently manage a 4-6 person crew. Come grow with the
largest independently owned tree care service in El
Paso County. Top industry wages and benefits package. Valid Driver’s License a must. (719) 528-8141 or
cca@talltimberstreeservice.com.

Plant Health Care Technician. Southampton, N.Y.
Job will entail proper application of chemical and
non-chemical products, monitoring and managing
landscapes of residential properties, record keeping,
proper plant ID, knowledge of pruning and planting
practices. Position involves interaction with clients in a
professional manner. Strong potential for future management position. Organic product knowledge is a PLUS.
Email resume to landscapehamptons@gmail.com.
Candidate must have 3+ years’ experience within the
horticultural/landscape industry. Excellent communication and organizational skills, both verbally and in
writing, are required. Secondary education, valid driver’s license and Pesticide Applicators license.
Operations Manager, NW Indianapolis.
Schedule and track all tree care work orders, excluding plant health care. Review and approve all tree
care crew time sheets.
Track and manage tree
crew overtime. Coordinate with Safety Manager the dispatching of tree crews to emergency and
urgent assignments. Interview and hire new laborers,
ground workers, crew leaders and mechanics. Work
closely with the Superintendent to develop and amend
operations policies and procedures to reflect industry
changes. Supervise mechanics and garage and keep
management informed regarding status of equipment. Ability to work nights, weekends and holidays
as needed. Previous experience necessary managing
crews. Possess all industry standard certifications or
ability to obtain within 6 months. Certifications include, but are not limited to, Certified Arborist, TRAQ,
Indiana Commercial Pesticide License. Previous tree
crew experience preferred, apply online or send your
resume and cover letter. www.pingstreeservice.com,
Lisa@pingstreeservice.com.
Full-Time Climber/Foreman
Located in SE Wisconsin just over the Illinois border.
Arborist & CDL a plus. Must have decent driving record. 3-5 yrs experience climbing. Need own PPE, saddle & climbing Rope. We provide the rest. Retirement
plan & vacation offered. Signing bonus too! Company
has been in business 25 years and follows all ANSI,
TCIA and OSHA standards. We have a great team
environment and all the right equipment to get the
jobs done safely and efficiently. Equipment includes:
crane, back yard bucket Lift, mini Loaders, buckets,
chippers, grinders +. Phone (262) 681-3021, email
treecare4u@yahoo.com.
Experienced Bucket Truck Operator/Climbers, Salem, OR
We provide high-quality tree care for residential and
commercial clients. We offer a 4-day work week (10
hrs), benefits and vacation. Email ftreei@proaxis.com,
Attn: Elwood.
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Tree Awareness, Inc. Seeks Production Leaders,
Skilled Climbers, Trainees
Tree Awareness, Inc.
provides professional
tree management to municipal, residential and commercial clients in the Philadelphia suburbs. We use
the latest arboricultural science to provide steadfast
service to our clientele and possess an unwavering
commitment to improve the safety and aesthetic
beauty of properties. The growth of our company is directly linked to our team’s professional development.
We invest in and value professionals who are mature
and understand what it takes to work in our industry.
Learn about us at www.treeawareness.com or send
resumes Attn: Mia to treeawarenessoffice@aol.com.

Climbing Arborist, Warick, RI
TF Morra Tree Care, Inc. is proud to offer a safety
oriented, drug-free workplace. Join in the excitement of our existing team that employs the latest
advancements in climbing and tree care technology.
Build your skills by attending training sessions, including Aerial Rescue & EHAP. Be engaged in the full
spectrum of tree care operations, from fine pruning
to crane assisted removals. Candidates should be
highly motivated self-starters with a positive attitude
and a desire to work outdoors in all conditions. Pay
commensurate with skill level as well as credentials.
ISA Certification, MA Certified Arborist, RI Standard
Arborist License all preferred. Valid driver’s license
required. Email resume to info@tfmorra.com.

Tree Climber, Northern California
Minimum of two years’ experience. Must be skilled
in rope climbing, pruning, removals and use of aerial lift truck. Driver’s license required. Benefits
package includes vacation, full medical and 401(k)
profit sharing. Contact Ron at (707) 849-8577.
Tree Care Managers
No. California-based Cagwin & Dorward is seeking experienced Tree
Care Managers. Work
for a company with
great culture, respected brand. Benefits offered.
Previous experience and Arborist license required.
http://cagwin.com/careers/careers.html.

Part-Time Regional Outreach Coordinator –
Virginia, the Carolinas
The Tree Care Industry Association’s outreach coordinator position will concentrate on creating
groups of tree care business
owners who meet and interact regularly (face-to-face
and online) and facilitate increased participation in
TCIA programs. Will live and work in their assigned
region to organize member gatherings. Recruit and
retain new, current and ex-members in the assigned
region. Target area for coordinator would be in North/
South Carolina & Virginia. For complete job description, requirements and application details, visit www.
jobs.tcia.org. Resume and cover letter to: Tom Dunn,
tdunn@tcia.org.
Certified Arborist, Chicago IL
GRO Horticultural Enterprises, which serves the metropolitan Chicago area, is seeking a certified arborist
to manage our tree care division. The successful candidate should have 3-5 years’ industry experience and
a commercial driver’s license. Duties include estimating, sales and crew management. Educational background in horticulture or forestry is a plus. Please
learn about our company at www.grohort.com, and
forward your resume to mike@grohort.net
Foreman/Climber
GroundsKeeper Landscape Care currently has a salaried foreman position available in IL for an experienced tree care professional. Lead team to safely
perform tree operations, properly use equipment and
client communication. Advancement potential for
strong leaders. Certified Arborist and Class A license
preferred. Benefits include paid holidays, vacation
& dental. Phone (708) 301-7441, Email: kpekau@
groundskpr.com.
Arborist/Crew Leaders, Dallas/Fort Worth, TX
Currently seeking arborists, ISA
Certified, or in progress. Crew
leaders, climbers, bilingual
a plus. Incentives, vacation,
401(k). Will consider relocation
assistance. Email pp@preservationtree.com. EOE
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View or place a resume on
www.tcia.jobs.org
for more information contact
classifieds@tcia.org

Sunny So. FL, Experienced Manager
We have acquired another company and are poised
to be an industry leader. A great and rewarding challenge to lead us to the next level. Self-starter with extensive knowledge of tree industry a must. Culture is
our #1 focus. kenny@integratedturfcare.com
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Climbers/Bucket Truck Operators, Crane Operators
Ping’s Tree Service, one of the largest tree services
in Central Indiana, is seeking climbers/bucket-truck
operators and crane
operators. Must be experienced in residential
and commercial tree
care, including: crown reductions, thinning, pruning
and working with cranes. Must have technical rigging
skills in all facets of tree trimming and removal. Lic.
drivers only. PHC techs and cert. arborists also needed. Join one of Indiana’s leading tree-removal companies. Top wages and great benefits. Apply online without delay at pingstreeservice.com/employment.html.
Certified Arborists, Climbers and Trimmers
Established local tree company looking for candidates
to join our team. Ideal candidate for these positions
must be ISA certified, have experience operating
bucket trucks, loaders, chippers, chain saws and other related equipment. We enforce safe work practices,
and promote good customer and public relations. Applicants must be able to walk, climb, and work from
ladders, be able to operate equipment safely and
responsibly. Common sense is a must! Endurance is
necessary to perform these duties throughout standard 8-10 hour day, some overtime, holidays, weekends, etc., may be required. Leadership skills are a
plus. A clean driving record and valid driver’s license
are mandatory, a CDL is beneficial and will be subject
to pre-employment drug testing. Applicants can contact the office at (208) 461-8733 for an application
or request email or fax to provide resume. References
will be needed for work history provided. 401k/health
insurance benefits/highest pay in Treasure Valley,
Idaho!
Tree Climber Sonoma County, CA
With a minimum of two
years’ experience. Guaranteed 40+ work week, year
round. Must be skilled in
rope climbing, pruning, removals and use of aerial lift
truck. Driver’s license required. Class A or B license
helpful. Certified arborist helpful. Benefit package includes vacation, full medical and 401(k) profit-sharing. Contact Ron at (707) 849-8577.

BUSINESS FOR SALE
Professional Tree Service, Cleveland, OH, Area
Highly reputable tree service seeking individual or
group to assume clientele. Our family business has
been run by an ISA Certified Arborist who has been
serving this area for 20 years. Services are primarily focused on pruning, removals and planting in the
SW Cuyahoga suburbs and Northern Medina County.
Equipment is available but not necessary. Lifetime
opportunity for the right individual/team to increase
your revenue. For further information, email letter of
interest to treeserviceopportunity@gmail.com.
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Premier Tree Business
500k+ in sales a year. Established 25 years in Queens,
NY. Top ranking on the Web. Business and equipment
$300k, includes bucket truck, chip truck, chipper, log
loader, stump grinder & trlr, saws & tools. Call Jeff
(516) 659-1463.
Tree Service - Savannah, GA
Established tree service company, 28 years in business. $700,000 + sales. With or without equipment,
turnkey operation, prime location. Owner to stay on for
year if needed. Call (912) 598-1805.
Northern VA/DC Metro
$60,000. Highly reputable, in business 35+ years. Top
ratings from local consumer groups. Loyal customer
base generating $175k+ per year. Tremendous growth
potential. Equipment for sale separately. Owner retiring. (703) 323-7061.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Tree Spade for Sale
1993
All-wheel
drive. 425 hp 8LL
transmission, high
& low range, 100inch blades plus can
change to 135-inch
blades. Call (518) 732-4233. $250,000.

2008 Isuzu NQR
17950 GVW, 112K
mi, new tires, power windows and
heated
mirrors.
Custom Built Gregson Clark-Sprayer,
6 tanks. 31hp Vanguard engine with Udor kappa
150 39.5 GPM pump. New ½” (600 psi) spray hose.
$35,000 OBO. Contact Paul (845) 477-2605.
Bucket Truck with Chip Body
2001
International Diamond Spec.
DT466 engine with
Allison auto transmission. Aerial lift
model AL 60/50
working height. Arbortech 10’ cap box “L” shaped tool cabinet. $35,000
or best offer. (631) 271- 2998.
Opdyke Inc.
150+ specialized trucks in stock, boom/crane/knucklebooms, 4x4 single and tandem. Go to our website
www.opdykes.com. (215) 721-4444.
Dump Chip Truck
1996 International, DT466 Diesel Automatic Transmission, 30 Yard chip box. $22,500 or best offer.
(631) 271- 2998.

Brush Bandit 1850 Chipper
John Deere 325 HP
Mod. 6090 HF 4858
tier 3 engine. 18” dia.
capacity disc chipper.
Garage-kept,
only 300 hrs. Price:
$89.9k.Call Ed at (908) 413-0574. More pics/info at
www.sagelandscaping.com/wood-chipper-for-sale
The ATAL 80 Mini Lift! Insulated for Line Clearance!

For backyard & hard-to-access places. Rugged &
dependable & made in the USA! The only lift that is
insulated with an 80-ft. WH and fits through a 36-in.
gate! All Terrain Aerial Lifts (559) 225-8000.
Safety Tech Outrigger Pads
Super strong, easy to use!
Choose standard black
or high-visibility yellow.
Proudly made in the USA.
30+ in-stock models ship
next business day. Family owned & operated, established in 1988. 1-800-610-3422, dicausa.com.
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Letters & Emails

Many different
grapple-saw options
I just read the article about the Altec grapple-saw setup (“Is Altec’s New
Boom-Mounted Grapple Saw and Industry Game Changer?” TCI, January 2017)
and I am disappointed not to see any mention of the Mecanil grapple saw.
There are more than 40 Mecanil grapple-saws in use today around the United
States. These grapple-saws are being used
with all different sizes and brands of trucks
and cranes and can be customized to fit the
users exact needs.
Last year I wrote an article with some
good information on these grapple
saws; you can read it on my website at
https://www.knuckleboomtrader.com/
mecanil-grapple-saws/. I am a dealer for
Mecanil grapple saws, so I may be a bit
biased, but I really do believe this is an excellent product for this industry.
Todd Brady, owner
Knuckleboom Trader
TCIA Associate Member
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

TCI grapple-saw bias?
I had time to read the article on the Altec grapple saw. It seemed very much a big
advertisement for them. It was somewhat
disappointing to read the beginning of the
article calling it a “game changer.”
The grapple-saw technology is new,
but it has been in the works in the United
States for more than a year or two, with
Mecanil being in the forefront.
Most of the articles TCI publishes take
the time to try and give the readers a feel
for the equipment from different vendors.
Not so in this case. This article gave no
other chance to compare other products.
Why is that?
TCI (did a) disservice to its readers. Basic research on arborist chat sites would
have revealed a boatload of information.
There are other vendors who have paved a
path before and they deserve a spot at the
TCI table to allow readers to be informed
and to compare.
Regarding the grapple saw, I put togeth-
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er a Mecanil 280 grapple saw with a Palfinger 52000 knuckleboom. I have a great
load chart along with 100 feet of reach. I
started my project back in October 2015.
I built it in-house and had it in the field
working this spring.
When you learn how to properly and
efficiently operate the unit it is awesome.
Nothing compares to the technology, as it
was being used in Europe before coming
into the theater here. But the grapple saw
technology is dangerous, plain and simple.
You must know its limitations as like any
tool.
This technology is not for everyone, as
I think they will be cases of overloading,
shock-loading, roll overs along with electrical wire contact. People can get hurt and
even killed if they are not properly trained
with its operational do’s and don’ts.
Richard Ely, owner
Rich K. Ely & Son Tree Service Inc.
29-year TCIA member
Moriches, New York
Editor’s Response: First off, thank you
for this discussion, and for those of you
who have read the article. In addition
to these two letters/emails, our article
sparked some discussion on TreeBuzz and
Instagram. Let me address three points:
Omission of other products: No slight
to anyone or omission of anyone’s equipment was intended, and I take responsibility for our not doing more research.
To those equipment manufacturers not
included, if I’d known about and recalled
your product, it would have been at least
acknowledged in the article.
As mentioned in the article, we knew
there were other tools out there, but differentiate them from this one at least in
part by Altec’s being a dedicated unit. A
section in the article had the header “Not
a completely new concept” and described
two similar products including one by TerraTech, previously featured on the cover
and inside the February 2012 TCI and in
the November 2011 Cutting Edge Products
feature; and the ICM Equipment grapple
saw spotted in the Timberland Truck booth
at the 2016 TCI EXPO.
We failed to mention that the Gierkink
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GMT 035 Feller Grapple featured on Altec’s offering, was included in TCI’s December 2014 Cutting Edge Products feature, and was exhibited in the Timberland
Truck booth at TCI EXPO 2014. And we
missed the Mecanil grapple saw featured
in a Knuckleboom Trader ad in our April
2016 TCI Equipment Locator, despite that
Knuckleboom Trader is a TCIA associate
member company. Westminster Hydraulics, another TCIA member, TCI advertiser and TCI EXPO exhibitor, is also a
distributor of the Mecanil saw as well
as Palfinger booms. We’ll plan to have a
more comprehensive look at these tools
in a future article. If there are others we
missed, let us know.
Favoritism of an advertiser: Do we
listen when a long-time TCIA associate
member, TCI EXPO exhibitor, TCI Magazine advertiser and supporter of several
other association and industry initiatives
develops what they see as a new product?
Yes. But we don’t require membership,
advertising or TCI EXPO participation to
write about new developments or anything
else worthy of sharing with the industry.
Just ask any of those who have been featured in our “Arborist Innovations” feature, the free Cutting Edge Products or
any of our many other opportunities for
free sharing of information on equipment,
services or best practices. While we do
search for innovations ourselves, our larger associate members, with dedicated advertising and public relations departments,
do a great job of informing us of their new
products.
Takeaway of safety: Finally, in addition
to other equipment we might have included, my big takeaway from this discussion
is that we need to take a look at the various
configurations of booms and grapple saws
to make sure they are being used safely,
and that those using them have an opportunity for training on both the equipment
and in the best practices for their use to
help prevent the same types of accidents
mentioned in one of the letters above.
Good fodder for future articles.
Thank you for your input, and please
(Continued on page 81)

Tree News

TCIA Associate Members at Work

Soil Health Research Landscape tool launches with
more than 1,000 references
The Soil Health Institute (SHI) in January released of the Soil Health Research
Landscape tool, an online library and
search engine resource for anyone interested in soil health.
The new soil research tool may be accessed at www.soilhealthinstitute.org.
“In addition to the most up-to-date information on soil health and its relationship to soil amendments, cover crops,
erosion control, and other agricultural
and land management practices, the Soil
Health Research Landscape tool will include data, metadata, methods descriptions, standards, and related economic impacts for soil scientists, researchers, and
analysts. The information will be available
publicly through the Institute’s website.
The Institute will assess no fees for using
the Research Landscape tool,” said Steven
Shafer, SHI chief scientific officer.
Shafer added that the initial library includes more than 1,000 scientific research
papers, research progress reports, and other kinds of publications and references.
Building the tool’s library of soil health
papers and information will be an ongo-
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Ryan Underwood measures out a length of rope in the Knot & Rope Supply booth during TCI EXPO 2016
in Baltimore .

ing, open-ended effort by the Institute and
its partners.
“The Soil Health Research Landscape
tool allows users to connect soil health
problems, management actions, and desired outcomes with research addressing
their particular situation, whether it be
from a specific production system, climatic zone, or geographic region,” explained Wayne Honeycutt, SHI president
and CEO. “Situations in which no research literature exists indicate gaps that
merit future consideration for soil health
research. Because enhancing soil health
can increase productivity, water quality,
carbon sequestration, and drought resilience, while also reducing greenhouse
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gas emissions, this release of the Soil
Health Research Landscape tool is an
important step in providing a comprehensive, searchable, and publicly-available
information system for achieving both
agricultural and environmental benefits,”
Honeycutt added.
With its release, the Institute acknowledges key contributions from its partners. “Datu Research, LLC, of Durham,
North Carolina, worked closely with us
to design the Web-based search engine
and assemble the initial holdings in the
online library. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s Natural Resources Conservation Service contributed their collection
of more than 300 important references
on soil health, and numerous individuals
contributed their expertise in the design
and review stages,” Shafer said. “This is
the kind of public-private partnership that
demonstrates what the Soil Health Institute strives for,” he added.
Shafer also emphasized that ongoing
partnership with the soil health community will be important to keeping the andscape current and relevant. “The webpage
includes a way for public users to recommend references to be added to the online
library. This is one of the ways the community will help the Landscape holdings
grow in volume and value.”
The Institute requests that individuals
who use data from the Soil Health Research Landscape tool cite the Institute’s
website as their source and link to the data
when possible.
For further information, visit www.soilhealthinstitute.org.
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Letters & Emails
(Continued from page 78)

keep reading and sharing your ideas with
us.
Don Staruk, editor
Tree Care Industry Magazine

Great feedback on software article
I recently wrote an article for you about
switching from paper to cloud-based
software (“Going from the Truck Seat
to the Cloud,” TCI, December 2016).
I just wanted to give you a little bit of
feedback. In the last two weeks since
the publication has come out, our office
has gotten flooded with calls (at least 25)
from other tree companies all over the
country who have somehow tracked us
down asking what the software that we
used was. I have personally taken or re-

turned all of the calls and have had some
great discussions with other small tree
care companies all over the country. Just
wanted to let you know that you got a ton
of positive feedback, as far as we can tell,
from that particular article.
It seems like it must’ve really touched
a nerve with a lot of smaller tree care
companies. The overwhelming comments
that I have received have been that they
loved the details in the article: the cost
of software, the funny story about losing
a clipboard (almost every owner I talked
to had a similar story), the description of
the actual system for selling and tracking
work. Basically, I just thought you might
be interested to know that there seems to
be a lot of interest in those de-tail/specific-rich operations articles. I’m not sure
how much of your readership is in the
“15-or-fewer-employees” range, but I
know that as far as we are concerned, we
are desperate for infor-mation that helps
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – FEBRUARY 2017

us run and grow our company in a more
streamlined way.
Thanks for the opportunity, and for the
overall great content of your magazine.
You have no idea how much small companies like mine count on this as our primary source of information and inspiration.
Keep up the great work!
Steve Pike, owner
Pikes Tree Care
Madison, Indiana
Can you spell that for me?
I really enjoyed the tree-related crossword puzzle in the November issue. I got
the whole thing without looking at the answers. I even got the word “pinnule.”
Phil Norris
tree warden & organic farmer
East Blue Hill, Maine
Editor’s note: pinnule: a secondary division of a pinnate leaf, especially of a
fern.
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From the Field

By Pete Tankis

B

eing self-employed in
this business for 47-plus
years, and being a climber for more than 40 years, I’ve
done my share, and then some, of
cat rescues. One particular rescue
involved an elderly widow in the
little town of Douglas, Massachusetts. Her cat had been treed by her
neighbor’s dog.
The woman called the fire and
police departments. Given the
fact that the tree was in woods
in her backyard and was too high
and inaccessible for their equipment, and because I had been in
this business for so many years
and had worked for individuals
on the police and fire departments, they gave the woman my
phone number.
This particular rescue was an
easy one, considering most treed
cats are frightened and usually claw you. So after getting
permission to use my gaffs on
this woods tree, and using my leather
gloves and jacket and equipping myself with a pillow case, I ascended the
70- to 80-foot oak. After talking to the
nice kitty, I was able to get it into the
pillowcase without incident and lower
it to the ground.
The woman wanted to know what the
charge was. I explained that my sons
and I never charge for cat rescue and
left it at that.
Maybe nine or 10 months later, I
picked up a job in my town of Ux-

Jerry King sketch

bridge, Mass., the next town over
from Douglas. As is my usual practice, I inquired as to what the other
tree companies had bid on the job.
The woman informed me that, actually, my price was higher than my competitors, but the reason I got the job
was because my sons and I went and
rescued the cat in Douglas and never
charged the owner.
Turns out the woman with the treed
cat in Douglas wrote to the newspaper in
the big city of Worcester about this man

and his sons who rescued her cat and
wouldn’t take any money. The woman
in Uxbridge read about it, and that was
why she chose me to do her job.
The moral of the story? Ecclesiastes
11:1 “Cast your bread upon the waters,
for after many days you will find it
again.” Or, in other words, “What goes
around comes around.”
Pete Tankis is owner of Mass
Stump & Tree Removal in Uxbridge,
Massachusetts.

TCI will pay $100 for published “From the Field” articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing
for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a contact person. Send to: Tree Care Industry,
136 Harvey Road, Suite 101, Londonderry, NH 03053, or editor@tcia.org.
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